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The Independent.
LIFE’S LESSOR
Fverv flower that bloohis in beauty
HelDS to cheer the heart of man, •Pvery life that stands for duty
• Builds upon a better plan.
seeds of kindness will not perish,
SLV will bear from day to day
Blossoms that we fain would cherish,
| Beautifying all life’s way. "•
fo r

Thus in vision daily growing
We will learn life’s lesson vast.

CO.

Every heart that loves to labor
For the uplift of the race.
Proves a goodly friend and neighbor, '•
j jjajces this world a better place.
MRS. HENRY ARMSTRONG.
Dorchester. Mass.

ABOUT TOWN NOTES

Every citizen of Collegeville should
be interested in the annual financial
I PA .
statement of the borough treasurer—
see page four.
A number of Odd Fellows of Econ
omy Lodge, attended an I. O. O. F.
booster meeting at
Montgomery
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini Lodge, Norristown, on Monday even
ing. The local lodge is planning a
booster night to be held in the Econ
omy hall some time in the latter part
of February. There will be music,
speaking, a social hour-and refresh
ments. Particulars later.
On Wednesday 65 dealers and em
ployees of the Penn Service Oil Com
pany, of Reading, including a number
of local dealers and the employees at
their Collegeville service station and
bulk plant, were taken on an all-day
trip to Bayonne, N. J., for an inspec
tion tour thru the big refining plant
of the Tidewater Oil Company, The
trip was made by buss from Collegeville. The dealers and employees,
from all parts of Berks and Mont
gomery counties, were guests of the
Penn Service Company who paid all
expenses. On Thursday 30 additional
employees and .dealers, unable to go
the day previous, were taken on a
similiar trip.
Mr. Nelson Bortz, of. West Third
avenue, has resumed his position as an
instructor for the second semester at
the Worcester Polytechnic Institute,
in Massachusetts. Mr. Bortz was an
instructor there last year.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mueller, Sr., are
entertaining their daughter and sonin-law, Mr. and Mrs. McCullum, of
Pittsburg at their home, on the east
. side of the Perkiomen creek, for a
number of days.
■
A. T. Allebach’s Reo sedan, which
was stolen one night last week in
Norristown, was’ recovered the next
day by the Norristown police. The
car was parked on Maris street be
tween Airy and Marshall when It was
stolen. It was found at Beech and
Stanbridge streets.
The bureau of highway patrol and
safety last week restored driving
privileges to Miss Amelia Dolores
Quay of Collegeville. Miss Quay, a
student at Ursinus College, had her
drivers license revoked for a period
of several months as the aftermath of
a fatal accident in Norristown. A car
she was driving struck a pedestrian.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Ervin Shainline,
who had been residing with Mr. and
Mrs, H. B. Fenstermaeher, moved to
School Lane, Jeffersonville, on Satur
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Koons, of Nor
we are
ristown, spent Monday with Mr. and
Mrs. Nelson Godshall, of Fifth avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Tyson, of
^DIES’
Trappe, spent Sunday with Mrs.
Stella Buckwalter and family.
The minstrel show sponsored by the
nurses of Montgomery Hospital, of
PC
Norristown, in the Thompson-Gay
gymnasium on Friday evening was
well presented. The event drew a
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large audience.

The second sem ester commenced at
- Ursinus College th is w eek.
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rife on every side is teeming
surface
With a lesson well worth while,
53 to 44.
Wisdom’s sun is daily beaming
lostly ajj
With her warm approving smile.
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T.t us seek a future glowing
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The regular meeting of the College
ville Fire Company will be held in the
Fire hall, this Thursday evening, February 1 .
JAILED FOR 15 DAYS
George Hames, 58, of First avenue,
Collegeville, who was arraigned last
week on a charge of disorderly con
duct, was committed to jail for 15
days by Magistrate Arthur Ras
mussen, Collegeville.
ROAST STEER SUPPER
The local Boy’s 4-H Baby Beef Club
will hold a roast beef supper for the
benefit of the club in the Limerick
Square hall, this Saturday evening,
February 3. Beef from one of the
ehibs thoroughbred Augus steers will
served at the supper. Choice cuts
from the steer will also be on sale at
the supper.
JUNIOR CLASS PLAY
The Junior class of Collegeville
™Sh school will present the drama
The Valley of Ghosts” in the high
school auditorium on February 16
akd 17. Mr. C. E. A rter of the facis coaching the play. Those in
the cast of characters include: Flor
ence Bechtel, Evelyn Cornish, Caronne Hillier, Alice Gromis, E. Genn8ria>B. Hedrick, Xenil Felton, Claire
Zimmerman, F. Hood, P. ’Cassel,
“ames Undercoffler and T. Favinger.
URSINUS WRESTLING MEET
The Ursinus wrestling team will
engage in the first home meet of the
season this Saturday Evening at eight
oclock when the Bear grapplers
^nale the strong Lafayette mat
There will be eight bouts.
The Ursinus freshmeni basketball
will play Wyoming Seminary on
nday evening at home in the
hompson-Gay gymnasium.
The
reshmen have an exceptionally good
ibis year. In practice they have
en showing up the varsity on oc
casions.
A subscription to The Independent

18M 1.50 well spent.

THE DEATH ROLL
Agnes B. Slugg, widow of the late
Edward Slugg, died at her home in
Jeffersonville on Tuesday, aged 71
years. Three children survive: Ephriam of Camden, N. J.; Edward B. of
Eagleville; and Bertha wife of Joseph
Camp of. Jeffersonville. The funeral
was held on Thursday afternoon at 2
o’clock from the parlors of funeral
director J. L. Bechtel. Interment wUs
in the Hatboro cemetery.
APPENDICITIS OPERATION
Fenimore Quay, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Quay of Main street and
Fourth avenue, was suddenly stricken
with appendicitis ,last week. He was
rushed to Montgomery hospital where
an operation for the removal of his
appendix was performed. The opera
tion was successful and his condition
is reported as very favorable. Young
Quay is a member of the Senior Class
at Collegeville high school and is a
prominent C. H. S. athelete. He star
red in football and basketball.

URSINUS PRESIDENT NAMED

E. S. FRETZ IS AWARDED.

OFFICER OF STATE GROUP

HIGH SCOUTING HONORS

Dr. George L. Omwake, of College
ville, president of Ursinus College,
was elected secretary-treasurer of the
Association of College Presidents of
Pennsylvania last week, at the annual
meeting of the organization, held in
Harrisburg.
Dr. Oprwake •participated ih tKe
program Friday morning. As chair
man of the legislative committee, Dr.
Omwake gave a report on the teacher
training problems arising ' from: the
state teachers college situation. ,
The association took no action on
a report submitted by Dr. Parke L.
Kolbe, president of Drexel Institute,
which set forth a: nine-point program
for faculty control of college athletics
through a state conference. One of
the points called for the elimination
of all scholarships and other forms
of remuneration.
Prof. F. I. Sheeder, registrar, and
R. C. Johnson, director of athletics,
represented Ursinus at a meeting of
the Eastern Pennsylvania Collegiate
Conference which was held in Har
risburg a t the same time as the
meeting of the Presidents Associa
tion. Mr. Johnson is Secretary-treas
urer of the E. P. G. G. The year’s
athletic program for the conference
was outlined.

The Franklin Delano' Roosevelt
banner, awarded to the Boy Scout
council in the third national region
for the most meritorious work in
1933, was presented to the DelawareMontgomery counties council, Satur
day night, at the annual dinner of
the scouts and scoutmasters of the
two counties, held at the BellevueStratfofd Hotel in Philadelphia. The
third region is comprised of troops
in Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware,
Virginia and the District of Columbia.
Another award of distinction was
the Reaver presentation to the three
men in the district who did the most
for scout work during the year. The'
recipients of these citations were:
Edward S. Fretz, of Collegeville; J.
Edgar Hires, of Ardmore, and Dr. E.
L. Terman, of Swarthmore.
The program, held in the afternoon
and evening, was under the committee
headed by Burd P. Evans, of Trappe.
Fifteen troops in the Del-Mont coun
cil were awarded the 20-year veteran
troop charter by Hansell French, of
Collegeville.
In honoring Mr. Fretz, the council
observed the Collegeville man has
been troop committeeman of Pottstown troop 6, from May, 1919 to 1927,
member of Del-Mont executive board
1927 to date; member of Pottstown
district committee, 1916, to date. His
record of service to boyhood shows 26
years of service on the Pottstown Y.
M. C. A. executive board; helped de
velop student loan plan at Ursinus
College; 27 years Sunday school su
perintendent with special emphasis on
young people’s work; member of the
board of. the Reformed church .camp
training school in Christian educa
tion; served as district governor of
Rotary for 50th district and placed
special emphasis on boy and Boy
Scout work in Rotary and the record
of standing in the community reveals
he is president of the board of trus
tees of the Pottstown Hospital; trea
surer of the Ursinus College board;
vice president of the General Synod
of Reformed Church in America;
president jef the Reformed Church
men’s League of America; national
counselor of the Chamber of Com
merce and county chairman of the
Civil Works Administration.

TEMPLE GARAGE REOPENED
Messrs. Young and Evans, of Pottstown, have leased the Temple Garage
a t the Freeland House, Collegeville.
They have had the large floor space
cemented, and have added a front
show window. They have secured the
agency for the Chevrolet car, one of HISTORICAL SOCIETY HOLDS
the popular automobiles extensively
ANNUAL WINTER MEETING
on the market.
The winter meeting of the Histor
ical Society of Augustus Lutheran
ACCIDENTALLY HIT BY AXE
Church will be held on Saturday,
Accidentally struck by the blade of February 3 at 2.36 o’clock in the Sun
an axe weilded by a fellow-worker, day school room. The r business will
Abram Clement, of Royersford, fire be concerned with the reports of var
chief of that borough, was treated at ious committees and such matters as
Montgomery Hospital for a laceration may be of interest. The guest speak
of the scalp.
er of the afternoon will be the Rev.
Clemens was injured last week Charles L. Fry, D. D., of German
while working with a group of county town, who will present the history of
highway workmen on the German the Fry family who were activexlocaltown pike, near Fairview Village. ly and in state affairs. Four genera
Melvin Allebach, Trappe handled the tions of the Fry family, relatives of
axe which struck Clemens. The work Dr. Charles L. Fry, are buried in
men were engaged in removing tree Augustus Lutheran cemetery. A wide
stumps from the bank along the high interest of activities will be reviewed
way.
________ .
and a profitable and pleasant occa
sion is in store for all who may wish
ELOPED TO MARYLAND
to participate. A general invitation
Clarence Emswiler, aged 20 years, is hereby extended.
of near Royersford and Ruth Pancoast, aged 15 years, of Royersford, CLAMERS GASOLINE PUMP
eloped to Belair, Maryland, on Satur
WRECKED BY COAL TRUCK
day where they obtained a license and
The electric gasoline pump in front
were married. The girl is a popular
member of the Junior Class of Roy of George F. Clamer’s hardware store
ersford high school. The parents of on the Main street hill, Collegeville,
the girl were caused considerable was struck by a coal truck a t -7 o’clock
concern when their daughter failed to on Friday morning. The pump was
come home Friday night after having hurled 15 feet by the impact. The
told them that she planned to attend coal truck first struck a pole in front
a roller skating party sponsored by of the J. L. Bechtel residence. Part
her Sunday school class. The parents of the body of the heavily loaded
spent an anxious 24 hours until the truck was riped off when it struck the
return of the young copule from pole. The vehicle then mounted the
curb and proceeded down the pave
Maryland Saturday night.
ment for 50 feet strewing coal all
over the ditch and pavement as it
DRAWN FOR JURY DUTY
went and knocking off the gasoline
Among, the 110 jurors drawn for pump enroute.
service a t the February term of
The driver of the truck, Edward
Criminal Court are the following local Murphy, 20, of Pottsville, escaped in
citizens: Mrs. Blanche K. Allebach, jury. A companion riding with him
Royersford, R. D.; Harold Allebach, was also not injured. Murphy when
Royersford, R. D.; Chester Bush, questioned by State highway patrol
Royersford, R. D.; Russell Cassel, man Butcavage denied that he had
Limerick; Cyril Donahue, Trappe, fallen asleep. He said that a front
Abram Pearlstine, Collegeville; Sallie spring on the truck broke making it
Rosenberger, Rahns; Edward Yost, impossible for him to manage the ve
Collegeville.
hicle. The truck, which was proceed
ing east was loaded with three tons
EVANSBURG NEWS
of coal, the track was badly damag
ed.
Rev. F. S. Ballentine, spent a week
in New York City.
Mrs. Laura Hunsicker, Mtes Mar SCHWENKSVILLE FARM SHOW
ATTRACTS LAGRE CROWDS
ion Hunsicker, Christian Hunsicker
of Creamery, Miss Sara Bean of Ger
The sixth annual Farm, Home and
mantown, Mr. and Mrs. Clement School Products Show attracted large,
Bean, Jr., of North Wales, and Miss crowds in the Schwenksville Consoli
Frieda Hildebrecht of Norristown, dated school building on Friday and
were guests at the home of Mr. and Saturday. There were over 200 exhi
Mrs. M. C. Weber.
bitors and over 500 exhibits. One
Mrs. Earl Smith and infant daugh hundred dollars in prize money waster Sophia are doing fine at their awarded.
home on the Level road.
C. H. S. HONOR ROLL; 26
GRATERFORD NEWS
HAVE PERFECT ATTENDANCE
Mr. and Mrs. John’ Kline and Mr.
The Collegeville high school Per
and Mrs. Jesse Kline spent Sunday in fect Attendance record (term to date)
East Greenville with Mr. and Mrs. and Honor Roll for the month is as
George Gerhart and Mr. David Bealer. follows:
The condition of William Johnson
Grade 9—Perfect Attendance: Jean
is considerably improved.
He has Clawson, Dorothy Cleaver, Harry
been on the sick list for several Felton, William Fenstermaeher, Mat
months.
thew Heinz, Richard Landes, Robert
' The C. W. A. projects in this sec Landes, Wilbur Landes, Helen McEltion have been postponed due to the hone, Kathryn Smith, Florence Stew
cold weather.
art, Robert Venema. Honor Roll:
A load of com was stolen from the Jean Clawson, Richard Landes, Rob
corn crib of Mr. Frank Fox on Mon ert Landes, BJanche Schultz.
day evening. The track was recogniz
Grade 10—Perfect Attendance: Cyed by witnesses who saw the man rill Donahue, Lloyd Hallman, Thelma
back his truck up to the crib, shovel Johnson, Edgar Schatz, Harold Zolla load of corn on, and drive off. Po ers. Honor Roll: Mildred Bowers,
lice were notified and a pursuit party Agnes Donahue, Albert Zvarick.
organized. The thief was caught and
Grade 11—Perfect
Attendance:
arrested on the pike below Norris Paul Cassel, Joseph Essig, Joseph
town.
Hoffman, Eugene Mollier, Alberta
Myers, Emily Pfleger, Owen Seibert.
Perldlomen Supervisors’ Report
Perkiomen Township, according to Honor Roll: Evelyn Bechtel, Florence
the annual report of the Road Super Bechtel, Geraldine Felton, Xenil Fel
visors, spent during the year 1933 ton, Bernice Hedrick, Caroline Hill
$761.36 for the repair of earth roads, ier, Helen House, Erma Hunsberger,
$948.06 for the repair of stone roads, Ruth Mack, Lillian Schonberger, Lil
$13.28 for the repair of bridges and lian Slotterer.
Grade 12—Perfect Attendance:
culverts, $325.65 for wages of roadHedrick, Virginia Myers.
master, $504.05 for interest on out Evelyn
Honor
Roll:
Marjorie Brosz, Pearl
standing notes, $3,000.00 on notes ma
turing, $126.41 commissions to the Hunsicker, Dorothy Pope, Evelyn
tax collector, $114.16 for officers Sacks, Lyndale Schultz, Pauline Wal
compensation, $379.68 for rent, tools ters, Marian Ziegler.
and miscellaneous—leaving a balance
of $40.44 in the treasury. The tax COUNTY FARM AGENTS MOVE
duplicate for the township was $6,The Montgomery County Agricul
610.00. Of this amount $1,897.03 is tural Extension Association, which
outstanding and $221.31 was rebated has been located for several years in
making the total amount of the taxes the- court house building, has remov
collected during the year $4,491.66. ed to new quarters in the recently
Delinquent taxes from previous years completed Norristown postoffice build
to the amount of $1,325.15 were col ing on Airy street.
lected. According to the reports of
Attractive quarters have
been
the special electric light statement granted R. G. Waltz, the county
the street lights in Graterfprd last agent, and his secretary, Miss Berayear cost the tax payers $410.10 and dine Abel. The office of Miss Ethel
in Rahns $388.02.
Beadle, county home economics . rep
resentative, will also be in the postFor Sale advertisements in The office building, adjoining the farm
office.
Independent bring results.

BUNGALOW VANDALS GET
10 DAYS IN COUNTY JAIL
Sentences of ten days in jail were
given to each of two Skippack town
ship youths in court last week. The
defendants, Zeke Jenkins and James
Ellington, both 20 years old, pleaded
guilty to malicious acts and vandal
ism. They admitted wrecking the
summer bungalow of Rev. William
Barnes Lower, a Philadelphia minis
ter. Rev. Lower’s bungalow is locat
ed along the Skippack creek east of
Evansburg. Jenkins and Errington
are two farm boys who live in that
section, about a mile from the Lower
bungalow. The court was informed
that neighbors saw the youths drive
to the bungalow and without apparent
reason start to wreck the interior of
the building and hurl furniture about.
Rev. Lower said the boys had a
grudge against him but that he did
not wish to prosecute. Judge Knight,
however, said he would send the boys
to jail not only as a lesson to them
but as a warning to others who might
contemplate malicious acts about sum
mer colonies. Bungalow owners at
various points in the county have
been complaining of vandalism.
The boys in their defense claimed
they had been drinking wine and did
not realize what they were doing. The
arrest of the boys followed an investi
gation by county detective Eiler.
Since the arrest of the youths, they
have .made repairs to the building and
paid for the damage. Judge Knight
also placed the costs of the case on
the boys, giving them three months
to pay.
HOT WATER BACK EXPLODED
Cold weather caused an explosion
at the home of Julius Fritz, near
Lansdale, Tuesday morning, and his
wife, Mrs. Wanda Fritz, 42, is in the
Montgomery hospital, having been
badly burned about the body and
gashed severely about the face. Her
condition is critical.
In addition, the rear part of the
Fritz home was gutted by the flames
and one fireman had an ear frozen in
battling the flames.
, Mrs. Fritz started a fire in her
kitchen stove at 9.1E7 Tuesday morn
ing. The water in the pipes of the
water back had been frozen during
the night.
With the hot water circulating
through the cold pipes, the waterback exploded and sent sparks and
cast iron from the stove, hurtling
through the air, and striking Mrs.
Fritz, knocking her to the floor. She
was struck in the face by the flying
cast iron and dazed by this blow, was
unable to extinguish her clothing,
which had ignited from the sparks.
Two sons at home at the time ex
tinguished the blazing clothes of their
mother and spread the alarm.
LAMB AGAIN HEADS AAA CLUB
William F. Lamb was reelected
president of the Pottstown Automo
bile Club for his eighth consecutive
term at the annual meeting of the
board of directors at Pottstown, last
week.
The office of second vice president
was created and Howard F. Jones, of
Lansdale was elected to the post.
Other officers are: Luther D. Showalter, first vice president; George H.
Rotz, secretary, and Cliffton P. Buckwaiter, treasurer. O. C. Beacraft was
renamed manager and Horace Hugh
es, assistant manager.
The advisability of extending the
territory covered by the club and a
change of name was discussed but no
definite action taken.
Advertise in The Independent

NAB ESCAPED CONVICT
IN CORN FIELD AT TROOPER
The zoning system for broadcasting
news of escaped convicts is given
credit for the speedy return of Sam
uel Rudnick, twenty-seven, to his cell
at the Eastern Penitentiary, Graterford, Saturday afternoon, after a
short period of freedom.
Rudnick, working" at the prison
farm outside the walls, slipped away
some time during the morning, and in
spite of the fact that it was noon be
fore his absence was discovered, he
was captured without difficulty about
4 o’clock, in a cornfield near Trooper.
Rudnick was ’serving a term for
larceny in Delaware county, and
would have been discharged July 1.
He had served three previous terms in
Philadelphia, and was sentenced to
his last prison term in 1928. He was
subsequently paroled, went to the
west, and committed a robbery there.
He served a sentence for this, and
then was brought back to Pennsyl
vania for breaking his parole.
With about 100 ‘Other short term
prisoners, Rudnick was sent out under
one guard on Saturday morning, to
work on the prison farm, outside the
prison walls. It is not known’ at what
time he escaped, but his absence was
noted when the prisoners were check
ed as they entered the gates again
for the noon meal.
Assistant Warden Elmer Leitheiser, who devised the zoning system
for the return of prisoners, immedi
ately set the machinery in motion for
his recapture.
In this system, the territory sur
rounding the prison is divided into’
three zones, the first within a radius
of five miles, the second from five to
ten miles, and the third from ten to
fifteen miles. Because it was feared
that the man had a good start, the
farthest zone was notified first, and
the authorities worked inward, with
the customary series of telephone
calls.
State Highway Patrolmen of Col
legeville were notified, and all motor
ists on the roads were stopped and
notified of the escape, and asked to
report any suspicious looking per
sons on the highway. Farmers re
ceived notice to keep on the lookout
for strange men wandering in their
neighborhood.
Guards and police
scoured the fields and woods in the
neighborhood of the prison.
The field in which he was finally
located is near Trooper, three miles
west of Norristown, and about seven
miles from the prisop. When sight
ed by the searching officers, Rudnick
made no attempt at resistance, sur-,
rendering immediately.
Rudnick was arraigned before Mag
istrate McLaughlin, on a . charge of
breaking jail and held for court in
Montgomery county.
Rudnick was
taken to Cherry Hill, Philadelphia,
where he will be confined until the
date of the trial.
The man was the fourth convict to
escape from the Graterford prison
since it was built. Two of the others
like Rudnick, were picked up and
taken back to their cells. The other
convict was never brought back for
the reason that he was shot and kill
ed by an old enemy near his home be
fore the authorities could get to him.
SCHOFIELD TO PROSECUTE
NEW THIRD-DEGREE TRIAL
Lemuel B. Schofield was named by
Attorney General Schnader as the
special prosecutor in the famous
Montgomery county county “third de
gree” case.
He will represent the State in new
trials to be given three former Mont
gomery county officials accused of
using illegal methods to force a con
fession from a prisoner.
The defendants are Ralph J. Rinalducci, former Assistant District At
torney; Frank Trank, former county
detective; and Brooks Cassidy, for
mer Abington township chief of pol
ice.
The trio was convicted in 1932 in
Montgomery county court. The ver
dict was sustained in Supreme Court,
but a final appeal to the Supreme
Court of Pennsylvania resulted in the
order for a new trial.
As prosecutor in the case, Schofield
will replace' Public Service Commis
sioner Herman J. Goldberg. Gold
berg was a deputy Attorney General
when he was assigned to the case at
the time of the former trials.
President Judge Harold G. Knight,
of Montgomery County Court, re
quested the appointment of a special
prosecutor for the trial, which aroused
a furore of public sentiment in Mont
gomery county.
The three former officials were ac
cused of using third degree methods
on William G. Campbell, 40-year-old
Fort Washington Negro. Campbell
was subsequently convicted of arson.
In his charge against the officials
he claimed a confession was forced
out of him by physical violence,
threats and attempts-to frighten him.
John Bucci, a State policeman, was
also accused by Campbell of third
degree methods. He was originally
named as a defendant with the other
three, but was not brought to trial
with them.
It is expected that the trials of all
four men will proceed as soon as Scho
field, who is former Director of Public
Safety of Philadelphia has had an op
portunity to prepare his case.
The trial will be held the week of
March 5, if possible, Judge Knight
stated. The county will pay the spe
cial prosecutor’s compensation at a
rate fixed by the Attorney General.
Judge Knight has asked the Supreme
Court to name a special judge to pre
side at the case,
Arrested Saturday at Montgomeryville, in possession of 12 gallons of
alleged alcohol, Thomas Beaver and
Louis Robertson, both colored, of
Norristown, were held for court. They
were charged with possessing and
transporting, untaxed alcohol.

RAMBLING AT RANDOM
BY JAY HOWABD

We wish you all a sunshiny Ground
hog Day.
And we hope that Mr. Groundhog
does not oversleep tomorrow—Febru
ary 2. It is too late now, but men
could have been put to work scouring
the country side to check up on the
wood chucks as a CWA project.
Some folks, waking up a t 5 a. m.
with the shivers, prefer to remain in
bed and shiver until 6, their regular
time of rising—they are “old guard”
Republicans. Other folks prefer to
get up and hunt around in their night
clothes in an ice cold attic for an ex
tra blanket to finish their snooze—
they are “new deal” Democrats.
Considering what a comfortable and
elaborate affair the Graterford peni
tentiary is, and taking into account
the hard winter the rest of us on the
outside are experiencing, one would
be led to think that any convict who
tried to get away from the “Pen” was
a darn fool. Unless as a means of
being sent up for a longer term!
The milk situation, from the angle
of the farmer and the consumer, looks
brighter today than for some time.
What the milk problem calls for is a
plan whereby the so-called “surplus”
milk of the straggling farmer can be
obtained by the starving children in
the city slums—with mutual benefits
at both ends of the transaction. It is
the surplus that rains the farmer and
it is this same surplus that the city
children need so badly.
It was only an old Ford; but when
it stalled on the tracks at a grade
crossing and was struck by an express
train it wrecked the train. The en
gineer and fireman of the train were
killed and hundreds of passengers
were roughly shook up. The wreck
happened last Thursday evening at
Blandon, 10 miles east of Reading.
The train was the Harrisburg to New
York express. The tracks were so
badly torn up that the west bound ex
press was rerouted from. Allentown to
Reading via the Perkiomen branch.
This express passed thru Collegeville
about nine o’clock. The driver of the
stalled auto jumped out in time and
was not hurt.
The opinion of the naval experts
regarding the usefulness of dirigibles
for military purposes is not favorable
if one can judge by the naval
appropriations _bill now before Con
gress. The navy men testified th at
the dirigible Los Angeles has outlived
its usefulness and should be scrapped,
but they asked for no appropriation
to replace it or the Akron, the later
lost at sea last year together with
many lives. An appropriation to build
5000 modem fighting planes was ask
ed for instead.
Residents in the vicinity of Piersol’s
Park, situated in 3,700 acres of wood
land in. the heart of the Chestnut Hill
region above the Falls of French
Creek, were all excited over a pos
sible murder mystery. Three men were
seen to alight from a large car. They
carried into the woodland a large ob
ject concealed under old bags. Later
the car and the men disappeared. The
alarm was spread by an Over watch
ful neighbor. The woods was search
ed but no “body” or grave was found.
The mystery w as’solved when it was
learned that three members of a
sportsmen’s club liberated a number
of rabbits for. stocking purposes in
the thickets at the time and place the
“body” was supposed to have been
“dumped.”
We see by the papers th at the larg
est bank in the United States today is
the Chase National of New York City
—$1,338,699,324. Next comes the Na
tional City, N. Y. C.; Guaranty Trust,
N. Y. C.; Bank of America, San Fran
cisco; Continental Trust, Chicago;
Bankers Trust, N. Y. C.; First Na
tional, Chicago; Central Hanover, N.
Y. C.; First National, Boston; Secur(Continued on page 4)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY BEST
FINANCIALLY IN STATE
Montgomery county has almost
enough money on deposit to retire all
its outstanding bond issues at once,
according to the annual report of
County Controller William C. Irvin,
submitted to the court Monday morn
ing, at Norristown. Montgomery is
the only county in the state so for
tunately. situated.
Liabilities in the form of bond is
sues amount to $45,000, and the1 sink
ing fund now totals $41,450, according
to the report, leaving but $3,550 to be
appropriated from county funds this
year to cancel the entire bond issue.
The balance of cash in tjie treasury
at the end of the year was $442,617.39.
Mr. Irwin in a foot note calls atten
tion th at there are many obligations
consisting of unfinished bridges, road
and miscellaneous contracts, unpaid
bills,' relief program projects and
outstanding warrants which are
chargeable against this balance. Mr.
Irwin also calls attention to the fact
that returns from tax collectors on
account of the 1934 taxes are not due
until June 1, 1934.
The total receipts of the county
during the year amounted to $3,699,950.71, and the expenditures were $3,839,881.55. The heavy expenditures
were created by the making of work
for the unemployed, by the county
commissioners.
This went i n t o ,
bridges and roads, to a great extent.
The office of Isaiah T. Haldeman,
prothonotary, showed a net profit of
$35,315.15 during the year, over and
above expenses. The office of the re
corded of deeds, William G. Hower,
went $129.76 in the red, due to the
real estate slump.

NEWS FROM TRAPPE

COUNTY AND STATE ITEMS

Engagement Announced
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Wismer an
nounce the engagement of their
daughter Verna to Howard A. Rowan,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rowan of
Jeffersonville. Miss Wismer is a
graduate of Collegeville high school
and has been teaching music at her
home here. Mr. Rowan is an electri
cian in the employ of Charles Whit
man of Bridgeport. No date has been
set for the wedding.
Motoring To Florida
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Shalkop
and Harry Witman left on Thursday,
February 1 for Miami, Florida where
they will spend the month.
St. Lukes Pastor Honored
Rev. Arthur C. Ohl, the pastor of
St. Luke’s Church, Trappe, was elect
ed president of the Classis of Phila
delphia at- its annual meeting in
Philadelphia last week. He presided
over the sessions at the annual meet
ing and will preside at the meetings
during the year 1934. He is also the
chairman of the executive committee
of the Classis. Forward looking ac
tions were taken through the strong
reports that the committees present
ed. The Classis expressed itself
against the growing militarism of the
nation, took a strong stand against
the liquor traffic, emphasized the use
of Christian literature and advance of
the cause of education. The Classis
also took forward steps in expanding
its work. In connection with expand
ing the work, two addresses were
given in the evening by Rev. W. Sher
man Kersohner, and Rev. Arthur C.
Ohl. The Fall meeting of the Classis
will be held In Trinity Church, Col
legeville.
The officials of the Mingo Express
Horse Company will dine a t the
Franklin House here, and transact
business matters on Saturday.
Mrs. J. Clifford Walters and daugh
ter Marilyn of Reading are spending
several days at the home of the for
mer’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. Har
vey Moyer. Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Tyson were the
Sunday guests of Mrs. Jacob A. Buckwaiter and son, of Collegeville.
Caroline Hillier, Alice Gromis,
Elizabeth Gennaria, Theodore Faving
er and James Undercuffler will rep
resent the local dramatic talent in
the Collegeville high school Junior
play, “The Valley of Ghosts” on Feb
ruary 16 and 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Bucher and
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bossert and
daughter were the dinner guests of
Mr, and Mrs. Norris Detwiler and
family, of Yerkes.
Mr. and Mrs. F. Clyde Michael and
family of Glenside, visited Rev. and
Mrs. W. O. Fegely and family, on Sun
day.
Mr, and Mrs. N. C. Schatz and Wil
liam Custer were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar Schatz of Collegeville, on
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Higgs and fam.-,
ily entertained Mrs. Fannie Foster of
Chester and Mr. and Mrs. Ross Whip
ple and family of Marcus Hook, on
Sunday.
Mrs. Myrtle Zollers and son of
Lancaster were the week-end guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Clayton S. Wiggans.
Rev. George M. Telford of Abbe
ville, South Carolina and James
Graves, Harry Kevon and George Uhl
of Philadelphia, were dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Gunnay L. Rambo and
family, on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Jackson and
son visited Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sheely
of Norristown, on Sunday.
Miss Sue Fry and nephew Ralph F.
Wismer were the dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs.' Clemment E. Fry of Phila
delphia, on Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Alderfer of Souderton, were the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. C. A. Wismer and family, on
Sunday.
Mrs. Warren H. Grater spent a day
at the home of her uncle and aunt,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Magee, of Roxboro.
Harold Williams, first mate of the
S. S. Meton, which docked in New
York after a cruise to California,
spent several days at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Heany and family.
Miss Pauline Walters and Warren
Walters, Jr., visited Donald Thornton,
who has been, ill a t the home of his
mother, Dr. Mary Bickings Thornton,
of Philadelphia, for several months.
Mr. and Mrs. Rein Godshall of
Limerick, visited Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
Wismer and daughter, on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Fastnacht of
Philadelphia, spent a day with Mrs.
Mary Hare and sister.
Mr. and Mrs. Valentine Boyer and
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Whitman of Sch
wenksville, were Sunday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bean and family.
Ralph F. Wismer and Miss Sue Fry
spent Sunday at the home of Mrs.
Lewis B. Wismer and daughter, of
Reading.
Harry Shaner moved into a part of
the St. Luke’s Reformed church house
on Tuesday. He had resided a.t the
Katie Weyant house which has been
vsold to John Cox of Delaware county.
Mr. Cox and family took possession
this week and renovations are being
made to the place.
Mr. and Mrs. EarJ Beitler and fam
ily of Aldham spent Sunday at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Heany
and family.
A dairy meeting, under the auspices
of the Agricultural Extension Asso
ciation of Montgomery county, was
held in Keystone Grange Hall last
Thursday. The m atter of most econo
mical methods of feeding was. the sub
ject of the day. A tour was conducted
at the farm of Charles E. Wismer.
Mrs. John McHarg, Mrs. Elizabeth
Claypoole and Mrs. Harry Shainline
visited Rev. Silas L. Messinger, who
was formerly pastor of St. Luke’s Re
formed church here, ini the Abington
Hospital, where he is seriously ill, on
Sunday.

Thieves, who gained entrance by
forcing a rear window, stole accessor
ies valued at $300 from the TwinCity Motor Company, Royersford,
late Sunday night. ,

(Continued on page 4)

Frank Enderlin, 77, of near Gilbertsville, died in the Pottstown
Homeopathic Hospital the result of
injuries sustained Saturday night
when he was struck by an auto in
front of his home. He was hit by a
motor vehicle operated by Clifford
Oberholtzer, 36, of Gilbertsville R. D.
1.
Struck by a car driven by Titus W.
Landis, Norwood, while fixing a flat
tire, Harry J. McLean, Green Lane,
sustained a broken leg.
The acci
dent occurred Saturday night, one
mile east of Harleysville.
McLean
stopped his car on the side of the
highway and left the lights, burning
while repairing a tire.
When an exploding stove made a
blazing torch of his clothing, 16-yearold Wilson Feiek, of Birdsboro, re
tained his presence of mind and saved
his life by dashing into a water
trough. All of the youth’s dothing
was burned off and he sustained pain
ful burns on his body.
Robert ‘C. Ross, a Johnson organi
zation man and treasurer of Abington
township, will be a candidate for the
Republican nomination for Congress
this Spring. It has been assumed
that J. William Ditter, of Ambler,
the sitting member will be a candi
date. The entry of Mr. Ross caused
considerable surprise in political cir
cles.
J. Frank Boyer, Norristown heat
ing contractor, and an extensive real
estate owner, was married in St.
John’s Protestant Episcopal Church,
Norristown’, to Miss Olive Jenkins
also of Norristown. Miss Jenkins was
an employe in the recorder of deeds’
office at the court house.
Two barn fires occrred last Thurs
day in the vicinity of Sumneytown,
causing damage estimated at $3000.
The first conflagration was at the
barn situated on the property of the
Philadelphia Boy Scout camp, which
was completely destroyed. The Green
Lane Fire Company saved adjoining
buildings. The Green Lane company
was called out a second time at 10:00
p. m. when the barn owned by Harry
Barndt, and located in Sumneytown
was destroyed.
Two youths were burned to death
when their automobile crashed into
a concrete bridge 1 abutment near
Fleetwood, early Sunday morning. A
third lad was pulled from the flam
ing wreckage by a passing motorist,
Lester Kline of Lenhartsville. The
dead youths were Francis Gensinger,
of Stony Run, and Woodrow Fager,
of Kenberton. The rescued boy is
Ellis Roth. All were 19.
The State highway patrol conduct
ed an intensive drive last week
against motor violations. Starting
Monday and continuing until Thurs
day patrolmen constantly patroled
the stretch of much traveled high
way between Pottstown and the coal
mines near Pottsville. The patrolmen
covered 6060 miles with four men on
duty.day and night. A total of 1025
pleasure cars, 4740 tracks and 21 bus
ses were stopped. Out of this number
269 arrests were made, with coal
truck drivers largely in the majority.
Forty-seven tracks were overloaded
and 93 carried no flares. Most of the
arrests were made on the first day of
the drive.
Battering their way thru locked
doors a combined force of county de
tectives and state troopers arrested 52
men in two reputed horse race “bookie”
joints in Conshohocken, Thursday af
ternoon. Immediately brought to Nor
ristown in chartered busses the men
were crowded into the offices of mag
istrates Kehoe and Wolfe and held for
court. Thomas Maquire and R. B.
Donnell, alleged proprietors of the
two gambling houses, were held under
$1,000 bail for court. The other 50
men were charged with common
gambling and held under $500 bonds.
According to the annual financial re
port of West Norriton township there
is a balance of $6,922 in cash in the
treasury with no outstanding indebt
edness. Taxes in West Norriton have
been reduced from 10% mills in 1931
to six mills in 1933 and a further re
duction is planned for this year. This
is one of the lowest township tax
rates in the county. The treasurer’s
report showed the receipts in West
Norriton township for last year were
$26,430.16 and the expenses, includ
ing construction and maintenance of
roads and bridges, salaries and mis
cellaneous, was only $19,507.44, enabl
ing the commissioners to operate on
the pay-as-you-go basis. '
The village of Congo was threaten
ed with destruction by fire Monday
afternoon after a blow torch exploded
in the garage of William Derr and
enveloped the building in flames.
Timely efforts on the part of Derr
and neighbors kept the flames con
fined to the interior of the building.
They thus averted a more serious
conflagration had the fire gained the
exterior of the building to be fanned
by the high winds.
STEAL HEN HOUSE ALARM
A burglar alarm which failed to
give warning of their operation was
stolen during Monday night
by
thieves who looted the hennery of
Dayton C. Landis, of Lederach, Of 250
chickens.
Apparently familiar with condi
tions about the farm, the thieves are
first believed to have disconnected the
device, and then proceeded to remove
the feathery creatures from their
roost. Then to add insult to injury,
the thieves dismantled the alarm and
took it along with them. As a fur
ther precaution, the thieves snipped
the telephone and electric wires lead
ing into the Landis house. Landis
discovered the theft when he went to
feed the chickens the next morning.
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PRESID EN T ROOSEVELT’S BIRTHDAY.
President Roosevelt’s 53d birthday was celebrated throughout
the United States, Tuesday. No less than 6,000 charity balls were
held for the benefit of the Warm Springs (Ga.) Foundation, where
the President during his younger years received successful treatment
during an attack of infantile paralysis. The President has the
heartiest good wishes of all the people of the United States.
--------------- 0------ --------

T H E STA TE MILK BOARD.
The personnel of the State Milk Board appointed by Governor
Pinchot, and now in preliminary action, is such as to encourage the
conclusion that at last justice and fair treatment will in due time
be accorded thousands of milk producers who have long been
struggling hard" against a perplexing and discouraging situation.
Obviously, it will be the serious and responsible duty of the newly
organized Milk Board to grant no special favors, to hold even the
scales of justice as between all parties concerned—milk producers,
distributors and consumers. If this end is achieved the host of
milk producers who have been systematically and dishonestly de
prived of a just remuneration for capital invested and every-day-inthe-week labor performed, will find their struggle for existence less
severe and much more encouraging in its results.
T H E MORONS.
A prominent socialist suggests prevention of the marriage of
morons. The suggestion invites, first of all, determination of a
line dividing the moronic and the non-moronic—a very difficult
matter of discrimination. It would be much worth while the
efforts of socislists. to direct their combined efforts toward the
sterilization of criminals and other derelicts constantly menacing
society. In the course of time drastic preventive measures will
have to be applied, if the destructive influences of crime do not im
pose unbearable burdens upon civilization.
W H ERE CRIMINALS RULED.
According to published accounts New York’s prison, “Welfare
Island”, was a veritable hotbed of criminal arrogance in flagrant de
fiance of the authorities conducting that institution. A small
group of convicts, well-known in the world of crime, have been
managing prison affairs, giving orders to officials in charge, the
warden has been relieved of his duties and his deputy was put
under “military arrest in his quarters.” Commissioner McCormick
leading a squad of detectives in a raid upon the self-constituted
criminal managers, was hooted by the 1600 prisoners, and pieces
of iron pipe and stones were thrown at his detectives. The Com
missioner found in the prison an unbelievable quantity of narcotics,
hypodermic needles and weapons, including long-handled razors,
meat cutters, iron bars, kitchen and table knives, sharpened to a
razor’s edge, a surgeon’s scalpel, many bludgeons, and sling-shots.
The Commissioners took drastic action”, it is reported. The revel
ations as to “Welfare Island” conditions could hardly have been
dreamed of by law-abiding citizens. They constitute an execrable
abomination inflicted upon civilization; an abomination fostered
by debased politics and unfaithful public servants. There is evi
dence that Commissioner McCormick will bring the criminals of
“ Welfare Island” under thorough subjection.
T H E PUBLIC U TILIT IES PROBLEM.
The public utilities problem is again under discussion. There
are two sides to the controversy. On the one side are those who
contend for the government ownership of public utilities. On the
other side, those who are distinctly opposed to such ownership,
comprising those most interested, including many thousands of
stock investors, and those who have no faith whatever in govern
ment ownership of public unilities for the very good reason that
such ownership would mean political management, and that polit
ical management would mean a multiplication of bureaus, rolls of
red tape, political favoritistns, and generally extravagant manage
ment. A people’s form of government was never devised to en
gage in any business enterprises aside from those of its own affairs.
Whenever it departs from such a course of procedure, it takes
another step toward the destruction of its own structure and toward
the domination of paternalism in government. To be sure, it is of
the greatest importance that public utilities chartered by a state or
by the nation, thus obtaining their right to exist as such,
should be kept under strict government control, and not be per
mitted to inflict unjust charges upon* the consuming public. If
such effective and important control is wanting, it is because of the
people themselves in not electing legislators to perform their sworn
duty, because of general unfitness for such positions of public
trust on account of their want of intelligence or conscience, or of
their indifference to the welfare of those whom they would repre
sent in the halls of legislation. Where now the people are in the
“frying pan” as to public utilities, they had much better get out of
the pan than get between the pan and the fire. Simple, straight
forward and just government by the people is all that is required to
deal squarely and justly with public utilities, and just as squarely
and justly with the public depending upon the utilities for efficient,
and economical service.
From the Industrial News Review.

A CONTINUING WAR !
The American public has a war to fight every year. That war
is against the accident menace—in industry, the home, on the high
ways and elsewhere. Automobile accidents alone actually cost
more lives than war. They create as milch suffering. They are
even comparable to war in the economic waste they entail. On «
number of fronts this war has been successful. In the industrial
field, tremendous progress in accident prevention has been made.
The roster of important industries which operate for months at a
stretch without a single mishap of importance, i& constantly grow
ing. The life and health of workers in every producing field has
never been better guarded—because management has been tireless
in instilling the doctrine of safety-first into its employes. That is
also true of children of school age. Thousands of young lives
have been saved through courses on caution and accident pre
vention. The great failure has been in the field of the automobile.
Most years have seen decisive advances in the number of deaths
and injuries over the last. Reductions, the few times they have
occurred, have been small.^ The reckless and inconsiderate driver
has scored victory after victory. The result is that our public
streets and highways have become places of carnage. The neverending war against accident must be fought with increasing vigor
if it is to succeed.

“Wreck of the Hesperus”
May Have Been Imagined

Three Canadian Plants
of Flesh-Eating Type

Longfellow’s journal contains un
There are three carnivorous, or
der the date of December 17, 1839, the flesh-eating wild plants in Canada.
following note:
While the great majority of plants ob
“News of shipwrecks horrible on the tain the nitrogen necessary for their
coast. There is a reef called Normans growth and development from the ni
Woe, where many of these took place, trates In the soil, the three Canadian
among others the schooner Hesperus. species of which the Pitcher plant, the
I will write a ballad on this.”
Sundew, and Bladderwort are repre
Two weeks later he did compose the sentatives, resemble animals from the
ballad, which he sent to the New York fact that they use the bodies of insects
World and sold for $25. Tl$e informa and small animals for this purpose.
tion in his journal may or may not Although these plants possess chloro
have been all that the poet had about phyll, the green coloring substance of
shipwrecks; the Incidents of the poem, plants which is essential to growth,
and the skipper and his daughter, per and can live for a time, at least, with
haps had some basis of reality, but out organic food, it has been shown
more likely were Longfellow’s inven by .experiment that some of them
tions.
thrive better and Increase more rapid
- There Is a reef of Normans Woe, ly in weight when supplied with small
and thero'was a great storm along the pieces of animal flesh. The leaves of
New England coast In the middle of the Sundew are covered with tenta
December, 1839. Many persons have cles which secrete a sticky fluid in
searched through the newspaper ac which Insects are firmly held and die.
counts of the storm, however, without The tentacles also secrete a substance
finding any mention of the loss of a like pepsin which digests the body of
vessel called the Hesperus, although the Insect, the digested products be
a number of others are named.
ing gradually absorbed by the leaf.
Several years ago the Boston Her The process of digestion of the Butald discussed the Hesperus, and con terwort is similar. The Pitcher plant
cluded “that while it is not estab collects rain in which Insects are evenlished that a schooner named Hes .tually drowned, being prevented from
perus was wrecked on Normans Woe, crawling out by the smooth surface
Longfellow thought there was, and he of the tubular leaf and the downward
had some warrant, probably an ade pointing palisade of bristles which
quate one, for thinking so.”
bars exit. The bladders on the leaves
of the Bladderworts, which are mostly
water plants, are provided with a
Lenses of Spectrograph
valve opening Inwards and forming a
Must Be Made of Quartz sort of trap-door, fringed with bristles.
The spectrograph is an optical in So sensitive are those bristles that a
strument which, splits up light into its sudden touch causes the bladder to ex
constituent colors. White light, as pand violently, thereby sucking in
Newton showed long ago, is a mixture small aquatic animals, such as crusta
of colors—violet, indigo, blue, green, ceans, which are unable to escape
yellow, orange and red—and the spec They eventually die and are complete
trograph breaks up the sun’s rays into ly absorbed by the plant.
these rainbow tints in that order.
The prisms and lenses of this instru Zoology Class Is Held
ment, says a writer in Tit-Bits Mag
Among the Coral Reefs
azine, must all be of quartz, as glass
Somewhere in this collegiate world
will not allow the ultra-red rays to
pass. Pieces of quartz suitable for of ours, says College Humor, a strange
this delicate work are very expensive, zoology class is held on the floor of
as out of many tons of this mineral the ocean. The students, men and
girls, in swim suits, come to class .in
few pieces are suitable.
Newton only knew what he could boats. Thirty miles from the main
see, but the camera sees much more— land, among the coral reefs in the Gulf
a range of color hidden from the hu Stream, the instructor, also in a swim
man eye. Chemists working on dyes suit, calls the class together.
Diving helmets are put on by mem
make use of the fact that a small
alteration in the molecular grouping bers of the class, and down they go,
of a dye causes a big change of color, down to the bottom. Fellow students
which means that the absorption of on the deck above pump air into the
light by dye is due to chemical struc air tubes, while the divers, 25 feet be
low make observations in a unique lab
ture.
in the same way analysis with rays oratory. These men and girls, in ad
beyond the violet we see, named ultra dition to being students of marine zo
violet rays, show that many sub ology, are students of deep-sea diving.
stances, colorless to the eye, actually They know they must not wander too
absorb ultra-violet light, and the pre far from their landing spot beneath
cise measurement of this absorption the boat They know there Is danger
helps to solve the problem of their in tangling each other’s lines and air
tubes. They know they must never
chemical structure.
bend over for fear their helmets will
be unleveled and the water will seep
Id ah o ’* L av a Flow s
through the tubes. When they pluck
Lava flows in Idaho continued prob a beautiful sea fan from the floor of
ably as late as 1492, geologists believe their submarine laboratory,, they squat.
after a study of the Craters of the
A coed bobs to the surface, clinging
Moon, near Boise. Much of their con to the lower deck of the boat. Two
clusion was based on discovery of a students remove her helmet. "Ooooo,”
cedar tree in which growth rings were she chokes, “I’m petrified.”
found warped and withered during the
This weird course belongs to the
period.
University of Miami at Coral Gables,
Formations along the great Snake Fla., and is the only course of its kind
river tell a tale of a fight for its ex in the world.
istence against the choking flow of
glowing red lava. The river bed is
A sp h alt W idely S c a tte re d
lined with jagged lava faults, through
which the water has cut The lava
Asphalt, which has played such an
flow has subsided to a secluded terri important-part in the development of
tory in the Crater of the Moon district. the motor roads of the nation, derives
Huge cones of the once hot lava dot its name from the Latin name of the
the crater’s section far into the west Dead sea, Lacus Asphaltites. Asphalt
toward the Shoshone. At night they once was plentiful in the Dead sea.
appear to be gigantic paper sacks, into Now It is found In France, Peru, Cuba,
which thunderous blasts have been southern California, Switzerland, Trin
forced, causing the bottoms to tear idad and Venezuela. Small deposits
open. The jagged edges remained are found in other parts of the United
sharp. Far into their interior the cra States than California, but the prin
ters are bubbling with white-hot lam
cipal source of supply is the Califor
nia deposit in the domestic field and
Trinidad in the import field. The Ven
T h e O u ija B oard
ezuelan field is believed to contain as
Study of the '•phenomena of the much as 6,000,000 tons of the asphalt
Ouija board has led to the conclusion which is being removed by American
that Its movement is due to' uncon concerns at the rate of 100,000 tons a
scious muscular action. The first step year. Considerable of the amount
toward a scientific explanation was taken out each year is replaced by
made by Professor Faraday, who in fresh supplies which are constantly
vented" an instrument which would oozing into the lake.
register the unconscious muscular ac
tion of any person placing his hands
W hen B irds A w aken
upon it. This showed that all persons
A bird-lover in France after studyexerted more or less a powerful push
or pull action, but quite unconsciously. .Ing the time birds rise in the morning,
Professor Jastrow proved further that has come to the conclusion that if we
this action is not only present and op were able to Identify the singing of
erative in all normal individuals, but the innumerable birds in the country
corresponds generally with the expec side it would be almost possible, to do
tations of the sitter who has his hands without clocks. All birds, say orni
thologists, begin to sing at a fixed
upon the table.
hour, which varies according to their
kind. The reputation for early rising
H y ste ria , N o t H y d rophobia
attributed to the lark is apparently
British scientists claim that there not correct, for the greenfinch gets up
is no hydrophobia among dogs in Eng exactly at half-past one in the morn
land and that frequently valuable ani ing. Then come the blackcap, starting
mals are killed because the common the day with his warbling at half
“canine hysteria” has been mistaken
past two; the quail at three; the
for hydrophobia. Hysteria is caused by blackbird at four; and then, a fetv
a shortage of vitamin A, coupled with minutes later, the thrush, robin red
a relatively large consumption of a breast, and the wren. Lastly, when
substance known as “E Substance,” the sun is high above the horizon, the
which is found in large quantities in spaiTow and the tomtit come.
most cereal foods. It is claimed that
a properly balanced ration makes the
L ib y an D e se rt O nce F e rtile
dog immune from these hysterical out
bursts that so often lead to their de
Carvings of animals found on rocks
struction.
give rise to the belief that the Libyan
desert in Africa was once a fertile
region. The figures are supposed to
O ld-T im e E xpression*
be thousands of years old and among
When we speak of being “unstrung” the representations is one thought by
and of “unbending” we unconsciously a professor of the University of Flor
recall the days when the archer, hav ence to be that of the Mauretanian
ing no use for his bow, kept it un bull, mentioned in the most ancient
strung and unbent. And the bonfire human records as even then being ex
which we light today was in its ori tinct The peoples inhabiting that re
gin the “bonefire” of Tudor times in gion are thought to have lived by the
which Henry VTH’s agents destroyed hunt, and that the figures carved on
the bones of saints found in the pil the rocks were part of their religious
laged monasteries and cemeteries.
rites.
The way to be happily married is
to obey the laws and pay no attention
to the in-laws.—San Francisco Chron
icle.
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SCHWENKSVILLE, PA.

DEER HERDS
Local sportsmen believe th at the
apparent reduction in the size of deer
in this locality is due not to inbreeding
or any other reason than the gradual
reversion to type of herds released
thirty years ago by C. C. Worthing
ton of Shawnee.
The deer in the Worthington herds,
which consisted of thousands of ani
mals, are reported generally to have
been of the Virginia Red Deer species,
while th e ,larger, native deer, appear
to have been of the Canadian or
northern type. The two are regarded
as separate phase® of the same spec
ies, and .interbreed without apparent
deterioration of quality or size ex
cept that the greater numbers- of the
smaller deer eventually evolve herds
of a size approximating that of the
smaller species.
The Monroe-Pike Sportsmen’s As
sociation has long been striving to
find a way whereby to increase the
average weight of the deer by bring
ing into the territory western bucks
of the larger variety.
While a great deal of the herds
that roam Pennsylvania and New Jer
sey forests owe their being to the
herds released' by Mr. Worthington, it
is evident that many native animals
and northern deer have mingled with
those herds which accounts for the
vast differences in color, size, con
formation, and antler spread among
animals living under the same condi
tions.
The bringing in of large buck deer
would undoubtedly greatly increase
the herds and better the size And con
dition of the animals. To bring them
in and permit them to be shot the
first or second or third season would
defeat the ends of such introduction.
Bring in the bucks—but protect
them for enough seasons to restore
the herds to the condition they were
in ten or twelve years ago, when they
attained their maximum development.
—From Stroudsburg Sun,
A Haverstraw man in search of
work fell dead when he got a job,
which probably will encourage many
others in their determination to avoid
such a disaster.—Rochester Herald.
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Dragon’s blood Is a red-colored resin
derived from the fruit of a rattan
palm. It is used to color varnishes
and lacquers. The bright red facing
on Chinese writing paper is generally
made from this so-called dragon’s
blood, which enters commerce as dark
red, flaky crystals. It is one of the
leading exports of Java.

m W -m ,

D A IN T IL Y
FLO W ER ED

T h e W e a th e r

An interesting statement from the
weather bureau points out that ab
normal weather tends to create more
abnormal weather and this is espe
cially true of the midwinter months
of January-February and the mid
summer ones of June-July. This
statement Is based on facts gathered
from records kept In several midwestern states over a long period of
years. These meteorologists point out
that a cold or stormy January is apt
to have cold and storms predominating
In February. An1unusually hot or dry
June will likely be followed by an ex
ceptionally hot or dry July. In many
states August has a tendency towards
the July weather. Thd sun rotates
In a little less than a month, and
this may cause a weather rhythm.

adds charm to a girl’s own room
n e w

A

room s.

Graterford, Pa.
Phone: CollegeviUe I15-R-12
2-S-Sm

WASHINGTON . . The accept
ance of the Cuban Presidency by
Col. Carlos Mendieta, (above) was
heralded here as a step which would
permit United States recognition of
Cuba and an early politico quieting
9f the troubled little island,

*
**
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GIVE ME A TRIAL

X

o ld -

o ver - draperies

ta b les or b e d -sp r e a d s. S m a r tly ta ilo red
s lip -c o v e r s and p erk y p illo w s o f tk ese

A NEW LOT OF TAPESTRY SAMPLES
25 x 25 inches—75c Each
25 x 50 inches—$1.00 each

Optometrists and Opticians

Cretonne Remnants 15c to 25c Yard

0. M. YOST COMPANY
MAIN AND DEKALB STS.
Phone 3800
Norristown
Studio of
EXPRESSION and DRAMATIC ART

726 CHESTNUT STREET

Voice
Diction
Interpretation
Study and practice In the development o t
the lndlvldnal for the presentation of plays.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

LILLIAN IONE MacDOWELL

Examination Honrs
9 a. m. to 5.30 p. m.
Saturdays until 5.00

COLLEGEVILLE, PENN’A.

o v e r d a u g h ter s ro o m d r y o u r

Prices 25, 30, 40 and 50c yd.

Optometrists

Perkiom en Valley M utual
Fire Insurance Co.

do

o w n . . . th e y w ill su g g est d o zen s o f d e c o ra tiv e p o s s ib ilitie s *

Of all those who call on optome
trists for glasses perhaps one out of
a hundred has diseased eyes.

Phone Collegeville 321

Trappe, Pa.

DR. ERNEST L. STEARU
Veterinarian
succeeding late
Dr. Robert W. Pechln

233 Fourth Ave., PhoenixviOe, Pa.
Phone 3521

ALL BRANCHES OF DENTISTRY i
— -AT-----

P rices You Can Afford to P ay
CAREFUL

EXTRACTIONS

ASLEEP

■

OR AWAKE

ALL PLATES GUARANTEED TO FIT
Broken Plates Repaired and Loose Plates Made to F it Like New !
YOUR PLATE TROUBLES CAN BE CORRECTED
Free Examination—No Appointments Necessary
NURSE ALWAYS IN ATTENDANCE

DR. O . E. RUBIN, DENTIST
Main & Bridge Streets
PHOENIXVILLE
Phone 3388

This week
we introduce
our Big, new,
twenty-ounce rich
m i l k loaf o 1
bread. Needless
to say the quality
is second to none
— truly a baking achievement. It’s different, it’s better.
T ry a loaf today— W e know you’ll like it.

306 Main Street
ROYERSFORD
Phone 218

El

Celebrating Our 43rd Anniversary
with a Big Canned Foods Sale
A A A dt

*P «J>qj) %
J>tj) <J>q|>

It will pay you to stock up NOW. Buy by the dozen
for Convenience and Economy.

10c Princess

FIFTEEN DOLLARS

* 3 No. 2
cans 2 5 c

*9

Apple Butterr
Tender Lima Beans
Choice Stringless Beans
OSCO Fancy Sweet Peas
OSCO Finest Tomatoes
Choice Bipe Tomatoes

Will provide a Policy of Insurance in the
Harleysville Mutual Casulty Co.,, that will be
accepted by the State as Financial Responsi

dozen 9 5 c
2 4?an 9 1/ 2 c ;

3 cans 2 5 c;
No. S
!can !7 c ;
N o. :
!ean 1 2 c;
N o .:
!can 10 c;

9c Joan o f A rc

bility as required by the new law in case of

Kidney Beans

accident in the operation of an automobile.

a sco
age being a local Company of more than 12

On account of

dozen 0 Q c
2 5c
dozen $ J . 3 5

(Tomato* Vegetable and Vegetable Beef.)

low cost, premiums must be paid for cash.

15c Sour, P itted Pie

2

Cherries

A t a slight additional cost a policy can be
“TH E

2m No15c
m
cans2 JL

Royal Anne Cherries blgcan 25c; doz $2.75
California Peaches
blgcan 16c; doz $1.70
Bartlett Pears
, blgcan I71
/2c; doz $6.90
Sliced Pineapple
bigcan 19c; doz $2.10
Campbell’s Soups
3 cans 23c; 6 caDS 45c

to over $1,000,000. of assets with the lowest

secured through

$ 1.00
90c
doz
$1.74
doz
$1.35
doz
$1.05
doz

OSCO
OSCO
OSCO
OSCO

years of steady growth rising from nothing
rates available anywhere.

doz

2

Sugar Com

HARLEYSVILLE deserves your patron

15c

INSURANCE

Pa., by making a small down payment and

cans 2 5 c
dozen $ 1 .5 0

9

OSCO D elicious

Fresh Prunes

PREMIUM FINANCE CO.,” of Yerkes,

JSm

e g ,

Mg
cans

dozen $ ^ .5 0

B o s e u l C o ffe e
tin 3 1 c
Farmdale Evaporated Milk 3 1811 cans 17c
OSCO Gelatine Desserts
2 pkgs 9c

the balance in six equal monthly payments.

15c California Evaporated^fe

Y e rk e s, P a .
PRICES REASONABLE
.

f e m in in e

. . . as s a u c y v a la n c e s fo r d r e ssin g -

S e e them b efo re y o u

'% C. LANDES

4s
*

fo r

S p rig s o f p astel tin ted flow ers

to v isu a lize as ru filed

’

Peaches
10c

I IMITATION TILE WORK

a p p r o p r ia t e

w o r ld patterns th a t y o u w ill find e a sy

HAUSSMANN & GO.

What Would Happen
If The “Mutuals” Quit?

colomal Chintzes

. . . le a fy sp ra y s . . . d elig h tfu l

Which requires a kind of knowl
edge as different from medical as
raising potatoes is different from
cooking them.
So if you want your glasses to fit,
go to a registered optometrist.
A good place is

Harry Buckwalter

group o f

is now b eing sb o w n . A l l are p ar-

tic u la r ly

Diseased Eyes

Fit Glasses

24-Hour Service—Low Rates.

C H IN T Z

d a in ty cliin tzes im part a d d itio n a l ckarm .

For complete information address

’Phone 52-R2

F A B R I C S

D rag o n ’s B lood

Do not doctor eyes but refer these
cases to those who do. Optometrists

RADIO REPAIRING

D R A P E R Y

There are only seventy grammes of
radium—about one-tenth of the world’s
supply—in Britain, but this small
amount—less than three ounces—Is
sufficient to employ a small army of
experts at the various distributing cen
ters In London. It falls to them to
fill minute platinum or gold needles,
tubes or stainless steel plaques with
milligrammes of radium salts—about
as nerve-racking tasks as you could
possibly Imagine. The tubes are for
dispatch to hospitals and clinics, to be
used in the treatment of cancer and
other malignant diseases.

^

ibs

25c

OSCO Cider or White Distilled

V in e g a r

2

24-oz *1 ( J c
bots ,%

19c asco

Peanut Butter
Second. Big Week of Our 43rd Anniversary Sale
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Modern Funeral Home for
Patrons
-Phone: 30
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A. B. PARKER & BRO.
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O ptom etrists

1
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jfe 200 DeKalb Street, Norristown, Fa.
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Advertise in The Independent

INCOME TAX NUTSHELL
Who ? Single persons who had net
income of $1,000 or more or gross in
come of $5,000 or more, and married
couples who had net income of $2,500
or more or gross income of $5,000 or
more must file, returns.
When? The filing period begins
January and ends March 15, 1934.
Where? Collector of Internal Rev
enue for the district in which the per
son lives or has his principal place of
business.
How? See instructions bn forms
1040A and 1040.
What? Four per cent, normal tax
on the first $4,000 in excess of the
personal exemption and credits. Eight
per cent, normal tax on the balance
of net income. Surtax on net income
in excess of $6,000.
Madge—“I’ll give Jack credit for
getting a nice engagement ring.”
Marie—“I understand that’s what the
jeweler did, too.”—Boston Transcript.

O hio’. E n tra n c e In to U nion

For many years there were those
who claimed Ohio became a state in
1802, and Henry Howe, author of the
famous “Historical Collections,” holds
to this view. But on February 19,
1803, congress declared that Ohio, by
adoption of a constitution had become
a state of the Union. On April 30,
1802, congress passed an act author
izing the call of a constitutional con
vention for Ohio. This convention as
sembled at Chillicothe November 1,
and on the 29th of the same month a
constitution of state government was
ratified and signed by the members of
the convention. It was never referred
to the people to ratify or •reject; in
fact, the convention decided by a vote
of 27 to 7 to deny them that privileged
But the Constitution became the fun
damental Jaw of the state by the act
of the convention alone, and it is this
act by which those who claim the 1802
date, declare the state became, part of
the Union.
D e n m a rk ’s T h ro n e

|

DEMONSTRATION
To Be Held At This Store During The
ENTIRE W EEK BEGINNING

MONDAY,
|

}
H
;■

1
1

JA N . 2 9 ,

1934

— SHOWING —

ARV0N W A LL PAINT
The ready mixed oil paint which decorates interior walls
with BOTH color and texture in ONE COAT.
Modern artistic wall finishes easily obtained with this
ideal oil paint for covering walls especially.

NORRISTOWN
HARDWARE CO.
133 W est Main Street
MOORE’S PAINTS—MOORE’S
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The laws of Denmark provide for
the succession of the sons commencing
with the oldest after the decease of
the royal father; the succession in the
event of a direct male heir, descend
ing to the son’s son. In the case of
the minority of the heir it was quite
common in early times for a regency
to be declared, and many times such
regency actually resulted in the seiz
ing of the throne by the regent and
the dethronement of the real heir.
F a n ta il P ig eo n Show Bird

A tail boasting from 30 to 42 quills,
a chest so puffed up that the bird’s
head is not visible from .the front, and
a decidedly haughty carriage are some
of the attributes of the fantail pigeon,
a favorite among breeders of fancy
pigeons for show purposes. This ex
traordinary member of the pigeon fam
ily originated in Hindustan, but
reached America via Dundee, after it
had caused considerable argument be
tween Scotch and English breeders,
who had different ideas as to requisites
of a standard fantail. The bird is
bred in many colors.
R ussian B ears F ooled

When they built one of the first
telegraph lines in Russia the engineers
were surprised to find shortly after
the job was finished that the poles be
gan to fall down. It was found that
they had been gnawed through by some
creature. When the poles were re
placed the same thing happened
again. It was a great mystery. At
last it was discovered that bears had
heard the poles humming. They had
no doubt Imagined there was a nest
of bees In every pole, go they had
gnawed through to get ht the honey.

A Wa r m H o use . . .
Eveno n the Coldest Day I

Y o u r h o m e w ill alw ays
have the tem perature you
w ant,w hen you w ant it,w ith
A x a to m a tic

G as

H eat

Simply set the therm ostat
for controlled heat, and do
away w ith all furnace-tend
ing. Let us show you how
a gas-heating unit can be
installed in your present
fu rn ace. . . and give you an
e stim a te o f in s ta lla tio n
cost and operating cost.

Installed complete with automatic clock thermo
stat as low as $195 cash. Budget plan if desired
at slight extra c o st.. .small down payment and
then easy monthly payments beginning in May.

P hiladelphia E lectric Company
A ll Our Suburban Stores, or See Your Plumber or Heating Contractor

THE LITTLE
GOLD RING
By COSMO HAMILTON
©, by M cC lure N e w sp a p e r S y n d icate.
W N U S ervice

AREWOOD was startled by a
sudden urgent voice.
“Is anyone awake? If so,
will he or she be good enough
to speak to me at once?”
There was something in the peremp
tory voice of the man below which,
although perfectly polite, suggested
the right to disturb people, however
late the hour.
He was standing on the border of
bricks that divided a bed of ger
aniums from the path. His profile
was . clear-cut against the sky and
there was something in it which
stirred the memory of an offensive in
cident in Harewood’s retentive mind.
“What’s the trouble?” he asked.
“My wife and I are driving to Dover
—or trying to, rather. Trouble all the
way. We’ve now come to an abrupt
full stop at the bottom of your lane.
I saw a light In your window and so
I’ve stumbled up to ask you to help
us if you will.”
‘Til come down,” said Harewood.
“Only too glad, of course.”
He made his way down the narrow
winding staircase to the flagstone sit
ting room. “Come in.”
“George Lamberhurst’s my name.
What a charming place.”
He shot a glance at the. man whose
sleep he had ruined and whose face
was in the light.
“My God,” he said to himself, turn
ing away quickly to hide an uneasy
flush. “Clive Harewood! . . . If he
remembers me we shall spend the
night in the car.”
Harewood’s examination of his un
invited guest had failed to open the
chapter to which he seemed to belong.
Before, during and after the war he
had met dozens of similar men and
yet he felt pretty certain, that there
was something not altogether to the
credit of this one in a mental pigeon
hole. “Where’s your wife?” he asked.
• « •*
Relieved and not a little astonished
at having been forgotten, the confi
dence of Captain Lamberhurst came
back to him.
“Sitting in the car. Have you a lan
tern of sorts? I nearly broke my neck
coming up your jolly old steps.”
Harewood led the way down the
hill.
The car, as dead as mutton, was in
the middle of the lane, and there,
leaning against its near-side door with
a cigarette in her mouth was a most
attractive girl, very young.
“My wife,” said Lamberhurst.
He added after a brief hesitation,
“You forgot to tell me your name.
"Harewood, Clive. Major R. F. A ”
He was glad that his dressing gown
was a smart one. He had never seen
a more attractive girl.
A clear voice, round and warm.
“How-do-you-do? You must be curs
ing us. I am afraid it’s frightfully
late.”
“The major has been kind enough to
open his cottage -for us. If you’ll
carry your dressing case, Diana, I’ll
take mine, and our host, if he doesn’t
mind, can bring up your small trunk.”
“Thanks a thousand times.”
She took the lantern and flashed it
coolly at Harewood. What she saw
she liked. She liked the cottage, too,
and said so, both to herself and to its
owner as soon as he arrived.
*

*

•

When Harewood put down the suit
case he noticed that the Initials on it
were not D. L. but D. B.
"Honeymoon probably,” he said to
himself. “No time yet to have ac
quired married luggage. Lucky fel
low this.”
He was therefore much surprised
when the young bride drew away from
her husband’s affectionate touch with
a cutting expression of scorn.
“Will you have something to eat?”
he asked. “I’m a wizard at scrambled
eggs. Or would you prefer to go
straight to your room?”
“Don’t bother about food," she said
gratefully, “and I’m far, too wide
wake to attempt to sleep tonight. I’ll
sit here and read one of your books.
“That’s absurd,” said Lamberhurst.
“May I explore your house, Harewood,
or will you lead the way?”
Appearing to accept the unspoken
suggestion that argument was barred
Mrs. Lamberhurst took a cigarette
from a silver box and tapped it ex
pertly on the nail of her thumb.
Harewood picked up the cases and
put his foot on the stairs.
He said, “Bring a candle, will you?”
but stopped when he heard the two
quick questions which were asked by
his visitors.
“Diana, what’s the idea?”
“Did I never tell you how much I
detest a liar?”
“I must wait until you come,” said
Harewood, reminding them of his
presence on the stairs.
And as Lamberhurst followed im
mediately he proceeded on his way.
He was astonished and curious. The
look of disgust in the eye of that girl
seemed to be an amazing one' to use
on a honeymoon. “And where on
earth,” he asked himself, “have I seen
this man before?”
*

•

*

The spare room was charming.
Lamberhurst put the dressing case,
with an air of complete satisfaction,
on the four-poster bed.
"I’ll unpack for my wife," he said
with a smile, and opened the case.

“Good idea," said Harewood and
returned to the sitting room.
He found the girl with her back to
the fireplace. It made a queer frame
for such a youthful figure.
She might have been married for
years, so unruffled and cool she was.
She asked a most curious question
with a perfectly steady look. “It there
a key in that bedroom door?”
“Yes,” he said, “why do you ask?”
"I like a door with a key. . . . Are
you a relation of the Major Harewood
who commanded a battery near Villars Cotteret and was cut off during
the great retreat in March? He
picked up my young brother who was
badly wounded and brought him
safely in.”
"Then the B I saw on your luggage
stands for Banbury,” he said.
“What I heard about you from your
brother made me like you very much.
How-do-you-do once more?”
•

*

*

She laughed and held out her hand.
It was a frank and trustful gesture
which pleased him very much.
"I thought I liked you in the light
of the lantern. And now I know that
I do. Small place the world.”
"And the odd part of it Is that I
seem to know Lamberhurst, too.”
“I thought I did,” she answered.
“But I don’t as it turns out.”
Which added another block to the
picture puzzle that he was trying
hard to build. He felt bound to let
her hand go. It belonged to another
man.
* • »
"All in order,” said Lamberhurst.
‘•Toddle up to bed.” He watched her
wave her hand as she mounted the
creaking stairs. But it was with an
expression of great anger that he
heard the key turn in the lock of the
spare room door.
He had been locked out, he knew.
And as he bent forward over the em
bers of the fire his profile was out
lined against the flicker of the logs.
Dugout I A pail with holes in it in
which wet sticks were burning in the
rain. That frightful night in March.
. . . No wonder the memory of an
offensive incident had stirred in Hare
wood’s mind.
“You never delivered that chit,” he
said. “Four of my offeers and half
my men might still have been alive.
If you attempt to go upstairs,” he
added, “I’ll let this act be known.
Diana’s a friend of mine. She is
under my protection. I don't know
why but it’s quite obvious that I’m to
protect her from you.”
•

*

*

Yeagle & Poley

QR. FRANK BRANDHETH

DENTIST
ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry
at honest -©rices.

ST hisPT hursday,
E CFridayI and
A SL
S
atu rd ay

'THOMAS HALLMAN

Attorney=at=Law

I

|W W W W B W M W W W M m m m
Protect your health by using nourishing, appetizing foods. * Our
toods have just that quality. We pride ourselves that our foods have
tne finest flavor you ever tasted..........and our prices are always low.
m m

515 SWEDE ST., NORRISTOWN, PA.
At my residence, next door to National
Bank, Collegeville, every evening.
[JOBERT TRUCKSESS

Regular
- 4c Size

Attorney=at=Law
519 Swede Street, Norristown, Pa.; Phone
431; Residence: Fairview Village. Phone
Collegeville 144-R-2.

P. & G. Naptha Soap
m ontco

C o n tracto r and Builder

Regular
15c Size

GRATERFOal), PA.
All kinds of buildings erected. Cement
work done. Estimates cheerfully furn
ished.

Tetley Black & Mix Tea
l a r g e ja r

General C ontracting an d Con
crete C onstruction

13c

Fresh Picked PRUNES
Largest Can 15c

Montco Pure Catsup

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Excavating and rigging. Estimates free.

LARGE CAN
Excellent Quality

gLMER S. POLEY

14c

LARGE JAR FANCY

Red Ripe TOMATOES
15c

C o n tracto r and Builder

11c

Montco A PPLE SAUCE
Large Can 2 foi: 21c
It is Enjoyable, Economical.

Fancy Sliced BEETS
15c

Jj W. BROWN

5

MONTCO

Pure Pineapple Juice
Large Can 2 tor 27c

Jj C. SHALL CROSS

Manzanilla Stuffed Olives
Regular 30c Value—25c

The finest flavored Olives packed.
CLOVER BLOOM BUTTER. It’s a pure, sweet, cream butter 29c lb
OUR EXCEPTIONALLY FRESH EGGS
..............33o doz
The best on the m arket. . . . Every one guaranteed

TRAPPE PA.
Established 1895.
Phone 22-R-2
Office calls preferred after 6 p. m. Es-i
timates furnished. .
2|28[lyr
gLWOOD L. HOFMASTER

MONTCO COFFEE—31c Quality. Buy a lb and save 06c—25c lb
SA.NKA COJfPEE, It lets you s le e p ............................. 47 c Can
LA FRANCE POWDER, Cuts washing time in h a lf.. 2 for 15c

TIN, SLATE AND SLAG ROOFING
GUTTERS AND SPOUTING
HEATERS AND RANGES
SECOND AVENUE,
COLLEGEVILLEJ
Pa. Bell Phone. All work guaranteed.

S i Ambassador T. Tissue 4 tor 17c

JOHN E. TYSON

SLATING AND TINROOFING
SPOUTING AND HEATER WORK

Round and Rump Steak ...... ............................... 28c lb
Hamburg Steak, ground while you wait ..........20c lb
Sirloin Steak .......... 35c lb | Skirt Steak............. 22c lb
Lean Plate M eat.... 10c lb | Standing Rib Roast 23c lb

SECOND AVENUE, TRAPPE, PA. Work
Guaranteed. Estimates furnished free.
Phone 4-R -ll.
l|21|lyr.
GEORGE F. CLAMER, COLLEGEVILLE
PLUMBING AND HEATING
ELECTRIC WIRING. AND FIXTURES
PNEUMATIC WATER SYSTEMS
FUEL OIL HEATING SYSTEMS
HARDWARE AND MILL SUPPLIES.

Armours’ All Pork S au sag e........................................................... i 9c n>
Pork & Beef Sausage.. 18c lb | Armours’ Tasty Scrapple 3 lbs for 25c
Roberts’ Pork Sausage. 23c lb | Roberts’ S crapple............5-lb Pan 45c
Octagon Scouring Powder ........................................ 2 Cans 09c
Octagon Soap P o w d er.......................................... 2 pkgs for 15c
Large Box Swift’s Pride Washing P o w d er.............. 12 / 2c, Box
Palmolive S o a p ................................ . . ............... 3 Cakes for 14c
N. B. C. T re n to n s.........................
19c lb pkg
Miles Standish Chocolate Cookies
,.. 18c pkg
Large Stewing O y ste rs.......................................... ........ 18c Doz

^LVIN S. BUTLER

Plum bing, Heating and
E lectric W iring Installed
{Seventeen years experience.
3G1 Main street, COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Phone: 266-R-2.

*

Lamberhurst said nothing. There
was nothing that he could say. He
had played the coward that night and
had saved his own skin.
: He picked up his cap and his suit
case, went out and disappeared.
No nearer to a solution of this puz
zle, Harewood gave it up. He took
the thought that Diana was even
more charming than he had imagined
her to be in his dreams.
He found her as fresh as paint in
the morning in the sitting room.
She received him with a wave of
the hand and a rather mischievous
smile. “I heard him go,” she said,
“and there is not the slightest chance
of his ever coming back.”
“And I hope that It won’t be until
Monday—I’d love you to stay for the
week-end—that you’ll join your hus
band,” !he said.
“He is not my husband,” she an
swered.
“I’ve been saving that little surprise.
You gasp, and I knew that you would.
You see, I’m a full-blown modernist.
I look npon marriage as a stuffed
Victorian canary under a dusty en
closure of glass. All the same, of
course, I’m human and so I fall in
love. I Imagined that I was In love
with George—it was my first great
breakaway—but he passed me off as
his wife to you and so ruined the thingat the sta rt I detest a liar. And so
this is where it ends.”
•

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

One Cent Sale

WILLIAM M. ANDES

P ainting and P aper-hanging

QuiclSdfi/ul

TRAPPE, PA. Work guaranteed. Paper
hanging a-specialty. Samples furnished
free.
2|17|lyr

GELATIN DESSERT

3 Pkgs ROYAL GELATINE ......... 16c
(Assorted Flavors)

1 Pkg. CHOCOLATE PUDDING.... 01c

**X-***X-ttX-***X-*X--»***-S***-»tt*
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W atch and Clock
R epairing

!

I. F. HATFIELD

$

___

Total

2
*

m u

%

«"X"X"X"X"X-X-

*

*
*
8 Glenwood Avenue,
^ *
*
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
* *
*
'**X-****ttttX-*X-X**tt********** *
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
(Successor to F. W. SHALKOP)
*
*
*
FUNERAL DIRECTOR
*
*
TRAPPE, PA.
*
$

SK

CHARLES J. FRANKS

17c

W e specialize in expert watch and clock repairing.
All work done in our own shop, using only genuine
material.
Prompt—Expert-—Service at Reasonable Cost.

W. L. Stone & Son,
210 High St., Pottstown, Pa.
“The Store With The Clock”
Member of the N. R. A.

No effort spared to meet the g
fullest expectations of those who 2
sjs engage my services.
* Harry S. Whitman, assistant,
2 Bell Phone 320.

"THANKS FOR TELLING ME—

****»####«*#*#*#»**###«*»»

THAT SAVES ME A TRIP!"

•

Harewood was appalled and angry
but he knew that ridicule was better
PURE MILK AND CREAM
than indignation with children of that
age.
BUTTERMILK
He said, “There’s a dangerous
streak of lunacy about the modern
COTTAGE CHEESE
girl. You and the rest of you don’t
know It—what do you know?—but
For Sale in Collegeville by
what you call your modernism is hope
*
Yeagle
& Poley
A. C. Ludwig
lessly out of date. You and your
gang, my dear Diana, haven’t been ■ Collegeville Bakery A. Loughin
watching the water which has gone
J. Leckie
under the bridges of late. The most
In Trappe:
modern modernist, as a matter of
fact, of whom I happen to be one, * Horace Bean and George Kutra
has discovered that the little gold ring
has become the fashion with what,
J . ARTHUR NELSON
you'll be amazed to hear, Is love.”
Whereupon he left her sitting bolt
ROYERSFORD, PA.
upright and hoped that she felt a * Stop driver or phone 512.
fool He hoped that during the whole
of that day and the next one she
would think the episode over and
emerge with a grain of sense.
And when on Monday morning he
DEAD ANIMALS
took her to her father’s London house
REMOVED
optimism was still with him. And
there was something else.
ERNEST ROEDIGER
“What are you doing next Friday
It. D. 1, Norristown
afternoon?”
Phone—Norfistown 295-J-2
“I thought of hiring a car and
breaking down in your lane.”
He said, “God bless your sense of
humor.”
"God bless yours,” she said.
And that’s really the beginning of
LEHIGH ANTHRACITE
the thing.
AND

the farm, the telephone is a
time-saver, a protection, a busi
O
ness necessity. Yes, and it’s a pleasure,
N

too, and for that alone it’s worth its
small cost!
H ow welcom e th e y are— those neighborly
telephone c h ats, those friendly exchanges
> o f news! T h e w hole d a y ’s b rig h ter for a
ch eery telephone visit.

■
■

T H E B E L L fE L E P H O N E C O M P A N Y O F P E N N A .
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THE
I

C L, A M E R

is the only OIL BURNER that prevents cold air from
passing over heating surface of boiler between
periods of operation.
Saving in fuel up to 25% over burners without this improvement.
Installation made in any furnace, in any weather in a few hpurs.
Why not have the assurance of perfect peace of mind that a re
liable automatic Clamer Burner will bring. Get in touch with us,
phone 107 Collegeville, Pa., and have our representative make a
survey to tell you the facts. It costs nothing for this survey, and
it will clear up many misconceptions. Youi can figure your cost
with our burner the same as coal at $7.00 per ton.

$295
CLAM ER

Installed complete Less Tank

GEO. F.

340-342-344 Main Street, COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
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T he P ic tu re “ S e p te m b e r M orn”

The picture, “September Morn,” was
painted by Paul Chaban of Paris. The
same model was used for this picture
as was used for a similar painting en
titled “Twilight.” The latter did not
prove popular, but “September Morn’*
became exceedingly popular in the edi
tion of the print published by Art com
pany of Elizabeth, N. J. The picture
was painted prior to 1910.

SCHUYLKILL ANTHRACITE
CANNAL AND BITUMINOUS

COAL
Best Grades

Heart-Breaker
I
i
i
I
i
I

Retrench, if you must, but
DON’T NEGLECT YOUR HOME

I
l
I

i
i

We will appreciate th e op
p o rtu n ity to supply y our
heating needs.
BATON ROUGE . . . Undergrad
uates at Louisiana State University
have twice elected Virginia Kiibourne the school’s champion
“ heart-breaker.” Other honors also
bestowed are cheer-leader, a movie

bid ■• • and a newspaper job,

ST. PAUL .. . Edward G. Bremer,
above,, the kidnapped banker held
-for $200,000 ransom, about whom
so much national concern was felt
due to early clues on a bloodstained
automobile which indicated a strug
gle when kidnapped.

W
. H. Gristock’s Sons
Collegeville, Pa.
COAL, LUMBER, FEED
n n u n in B in n in in

Would a fire or heavy damage from
water mean serious financial em
barrassment?
Replace that leaky, fire-hazard
roof now with one of K&M Ambler
A s b e s t o s S h i n g l e s and know that
that possible ■source of loss is forever
removed.
K&M Ambler A s b e s t o s S h i n g l e s
are not costly. Once installed your
roofing troubles and roofing expense
is over forever. Your insurance rate

will be lower. Your home will have
a better resale value. Its appearance
will be delightfully improved.
Your banker wul tell you that it is
wiser financing to borrow the money
for a new weather-proof, fire-proof
roof (if you have to borrow) than to
risk the greater expense of new
furnishings, new refinishing—and a
new roof anyway.
Phone us for an estimate. Ask a ls o
about Waltile.

Asbestos Insulating Co.
Norristown, Pa.
Phone 791 or your nearest dealer.

NEWS FROM OAKS
Mr. and Mrs. Robert New and fam
ily moved from the George C. Custer
home along Egypt road to the Doyle
bungalow, close to Indian Head Park.
The McGregory family from Norris
town have rented the George Custer
house and will take possession about
February 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lynch who
live in the late Robert Young home on
Brower avenue, will move to Areola
on the Francis Dewane farm about
February 1.
On. Tuesday morning, January 30,
Franklin Price and Mrs. Charles
Brower of this place and Mrs. E.
Rhoads of Norristown, left by motor
for Orange City, Florida to stay about
two months.
On Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. Isaac G.
Price entertained Miss Jessie Kavalae
of Oollingswood, N. J., and Mr. and
Mrs. Franklin Michener and baby, of
this place.
Mr. and Mrs. Bertram Ashenfelter
motored to Sumneytown on Sunday
afternoon and called on Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Rogers.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Kopenhaver have
rented the house on Egypt road which
was vacated by Mrs. A. G. Fitzgerald
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. William Kirkner spent
the week-end • in Phoenixville with
their daughter and son-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Turner.
Donald Bessemer spent Sunday
with his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Albanus Rowland, in Port Providence.
Percy Dunlap has resumed his posi
tion with the Atlantic Refining Co.,
after being off duty for. two weeks
with an absess on his arm.
Mrs. John Hewitt from Ridge road
above Phoenixville, Mrs. Edward
Fitzgerald and son Finley, and Mrs.
Charles Royer and children, all of
this place spent Wednesday with Mrs.
James Sturges.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Miller and
family spent Sunday with Mr. Miller’s
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Oliver
Dunlap.
Preston Dunlap left on a business
trip through the West to be gone un
til April 1.
Howard Stirley from Areola, spent
Sunday with his sister and brother-inlaw, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lynch.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Custer of Royersford, spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Weaver.
At the annual meeting of the Oaks
Building and Loan Association the
following directors were elected for
the ensuing year: John U. Gotwals,
J. H. Francis, Mrs. Donten, Horace
Boyer, David Beynon and J. C. Dettra, all of Oaks; R. W. Wright, Leo
A. Gotwals and Harry Swearer, all of
Phoenixville; D. H. Bartman and L.
S. Sehatz, of Collegeville; D. H. Jones
and Alvin Landes, of Yerkes; C. T.
Rogers, Sumneytown and A. W. Mc
Cord, of Port Providence. The direc
tors elected the following officers to
serve for the year: J. C. Dettra, Presi
dent; Alvin Landes, vice president;
A. W. McCord, secretary and Mrs.
Donten, treasurer and Irvin H. Camp
bell, attorney.
ANOTHER COLD WAVE
Riding the crest of a cold western
gale winter came back with a vengance on Sunday night. Sunday morn
ing’s balmy springlike weather sent
the mercury up to 60 in this vicinity.
A light rain in the afternoon brought
the reading down slightly toward
evening. The winds shifted during
the night and Monday morning loomed
bright and clear with the thermometer
down to 8 above, fanned by a stiff
west wind of almost gale velocity.
There was a drop of 50 degrees in
less than 15 hours during the night.
Monday night the mercury sank still
lower reaching almost to the zero
mark at many places in this vicinity.
THE GOVERNOR SAYS
By Gifford Pinchot
About this time of the year the
automobile shows are turning most
people’s thoughts toward the open
road.
Many a family in Pennsylvania is
unable to buy a new car this year. In
fact, many a family can’t even buy
gas and oil for the old.
But for everyone who has a car, or
the use of a car, Pennsylvania offers
the greatest mileage of improved
roads in history. Without crossing
the boundaries of the State, you can
use 25,400 miles of improved high
ways.
That means that the mileage of im
proved'highways in Pennsylvania is
more than the distance around the
world.
The old-highway system, with its
12,834 miles of improved roads, has
been supplemented by an almost equal
mileage of improved roads on the 20,000 rural system. This rural road
building has taken thousands of farm 
ers out of the mud, and has opened
up new sections of Pennsylvania that
many a motorist didn’t know existed.
Besides, this rural road building has
given much needed relief from the
heavy Sunday and holiday travel on
arterial highways.
On completion of work authorized
or under way on January 1, the total
improved mileage on the old system
will be 12,834.90 while th at on the
rural system will be 12,566.85. The
unimproved mileage on the old system
will have been reduced to 695.47, and
that on the rural system, to 7,603.74.
Last year work was completed on
2,945 miles of roads in Pennsylvania.
This included 405 miles of construc
tion and reconstruction on the old
system and 2,530 miles on the new
system.
The work on city streets and on
rural road extensions and boroughs
was authorized last year and is just
now getting under way. Of course
all these figures mean one thing and
this is that Pennsylvania motorists
have more roads and better roads than
any political unit anywhere in the
United States, if not in the world.
Certainly nothing like the road
building program in Pennsylvania for
the past few years has ever been at
tempted anywhere on the surface of
the round world. Pennsylvania holds
a preeminent position in the advant
ages it offers to motorists. This posi
tion will be still further improved
during 1934.
The road building program is help
ing the unemployment situation tre
mendously. In the week ending Jan
uary 16 there were 73,651 hourly
workers employed oni the roads. This
was an increase over the previous
week of 8,008.
Advertise in The Independent.

NEWS FROM TRAPPE
(Continued from page 1)

The Upper Providence Home and
School Association is sponsoring a
comedy “Here Comes Lizzie,” which
will be given by the Saicom Dramatic
Club, a local organization, in the
new Upper Providence Consolidated
school building on Thursday and Sat
urday evenings, February 1 and 3 at
8 p. m. Admission, adults 30 cents;
children 20 cents. The play is being
directed by Mrs. Joseph Hillier and
John Ward, Jr.
Mrs, Henry Pagel of Norristown,
entertained her card club at dinner
a t the Franklin House here on Mon
day evening.
Augustus Lutheran Church
The vestry of Augustus Lutheran.
Church will meet on Thursday even
ing, February 1 at 7.30 o’clock.
The Light Brigade of Augustus
Lutheran Church will meet on Satur
day, February 3, promptly at 1.30 p.
m. The time has been advanced be
cause of the Historical Society meet
ing which will convene a t 2.30 o’clock.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church
Mr. William Hartman of the Medi
cal School of the University of Penna.
addressed, the meeting last Sunday
evening in connection with Young
Peoples Day. Mr. Hartman spoke on
the benefits of the Christian Associa
tion to the students of Philadelphia.
The Men’s League met last Wed
nesday evening. Rev. A. C. Ohl spoke
on the work of Classis. The new of
ficers had charge of the League.
Regular services will be held next
Sunday at 10.10 a. m. Sunday school
at 9 a. m. Young Peoples meeting at
6.45 p. m.
Rev. Ohl is an official delegate of
Philadelphia Classis who attended the
sessions of the State Convention of
Pastors a t Harrisburg on Monday
and Tuesday.
Evangelical Congregational Church
Preaching service will be held in
th e
Evangelical
Congregational
Church on Sunday, February 4, at 10
a. m. Sunday school at 9 a. m.
An interesting program is being
planned by the C. E. Society. The
topic for consideration will be “Young
Peoples P art in Inter-denominational
Work.” This being C. E. Day the lead
er, George Carnell, has planned for
several instrumental and vocal num
bers. A quartette will also render
several selections. Everyone is cord
ially invited to enjoy these services
with us.
LIMERICK NOTES
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Styer and
family, of Salford, were the dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Seheffey
and family.
Mrs. W. M. Zeller and daughter,
Marion, and G. K. Zeller and son,
Richard, of Philadelphia, were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. P. T. Kline and fam
ily.
Frank Sctiliehter, of Philadelphia,
spent several days with his mother,
Mrs. Margaret Schlichter and family.
Mr. and Mrs. T. Wells Knipe and
family, of Perkasie, spent a day with
Dr. and Mrs. W. H. Knipe.
T. D. Kline spent a day with his
daughter, Mrs. C. W. Naftzinger, and
family, at Lemouyne.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Krecker, of
Norristown, Mr. and Mrs. Sohiff, of
Germantown, and David Krecker, of
Norristown, called on Mrs. Margaret
Schlichter.
A suprise party was given Gordon
Miller. Those present were: Mr. and
Mrs. George Groff, Mr. and Mrs. Har
ry Groff, of Philadelphia; Mr. and
Mrs. Leonard Drumheller, Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Drumheller, Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Whittick, all of Pottstown;
Mr. and Mrs, Frank Anderson, Esther
Mae Miller and Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
Miller.
Mrs. P. T. Kline spent a day with
her sister, Mrs. Harry Renninger, at
Pottstown.
Mr. and Mrs. William Dolan and
family entertained a number of rela
tives last Sunday.
Mrs. Stanley Swinehart and Mil
dred Neiffer, of Wilmington, visited
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Anderson and
family.
FISH AND GAME BANQUET
Problems confronting the hunter
and the angler were interestingly and
entertainingly told to a grouu of out
standing sportsmen, numbering. 175,
at the 39th annual banquet of the
Montgomery County Fish, Game and
Forestry Association Saturday night
at the Valley Forge Hotel.
Climaxed by an inspiring address by
Dr. Calvin O. Althouse, prominent
Philadelphia educator and student of
the great outdoors, the dinner proved
one of the most enjoyable in the long
aeries of annual gatherings sponsored
by the county association.
Prominent sport officials who ad
dressed the representative group of
sportsmen included Adolf Muller,
Norristown’s president of the State
Game Commission; P. G. Platt, Izaak
Walton league official of Wallingford,
Pa., and Dr. William H. Moore, of
Philadelphia, a member of the State
Game Commission. Judge Harold G.
Knight, president of the association,
presided as toastmaster, introducing
the guests and speakers.
Mr. Muller advocated a shorter bear
season and thanked the sportsmen’s
organizations for their spirit of co
operation. Forcefully -opposing the
proposals to eliminate the United
State Bilogical Survey and placing of
all game control under the federal
government, Mr. Muller added that
such moves would mean a death nell
to the effective game conservation in
many states as well as imperil the
leadership Pennsylvania has built.
Mr. Platt condemned pollution of
Pennsylvania streams as one f>f the
biggest follies of modern civilization
and added that unless public opinion
can be aroused against this great
evil, conditions will steadily, grow
worse. He called attention to the
Schuylkill which had changed in a few
years from a crystal clear stream to
little more than an open sewer, scat
tering culm and filth in its path.
Dr. Moore warned the sportsmen
Of the danger of commercial inter
ests gaining control,of fish and game
(natters. He had just returned from
the American Game Congress in New
York and pointed out there were few
sportsmen present not representing
some commercial interest.
“I see the British are quitting
Cologne,” remarked Mr. Dumbbell.
“For goodness sake!” exclaimed his
wife, “have they still been using that
cheap stuff over there!”—Cincinnati
Enquirer.

WALLACE OUTLINES $250,000,900 C. H. S. BASKETEERS SPLIT
EVEN WITH E. GREENVILLE
AID FOR MILK FARMERS
Secretary of Agriculture Henry A.
Wallace on Monday in Washington,
outlined a $250,000,000 dairy program
which “will solve the fundamental
problems of the milk producer and
consumer.”
The highlights of the program are:
1. Payment of approximately $250,000,000 to dairy farmers who reduce
production in accordance with Govern
ment specifications.
2. Ultimate establishment of milk
distribution under public utility regu
lations.
3. Stimulation of increased con
sumption of dairy products through
lower prices.
4. Control of production in keeping
with demand.
5. Strict Federal regulation curb
ing “exploitation of both producers
and consumers” by the Milk Trust.
Processing Tax Planned
Wallace outlined his plan at a con
ference o f spokesmen of the dairy
and beef cattle industries and mem
bers of the Senate and House Agricul
tural Committees.
The $250,000,000 proposed direct
aid for the dairy farmers would be ob
tained through a 5-cent per pound
processing tax on butter fat, and a
compensatory tax on oleomargarine.
This, it is estimated, would raise
$150,000,000. The additional $100,000,000 would come from a direct
Treasury appropriation.
The method of controlling dairy
output, Wallace told the conference,
will be left largely in the hands of the
producers themselves.
Three-Year Base Period
“A three-year base period, with in
dividual production of butter fa t for
1931, 1932 and 1933 established for
each farm er is contemplated.
The
goal to be sought is an individual re
duction of 15 percent in milk and but
ter fa t produced for market below the
quantities sold in the past year, with
the prospect that this would assure
a 10 percent net reduction, or what
ever fraction of this percent may ap
pear necessary.'
“The method of securing reduction
on the farm is to be left to the judg
ment of co-operating producers. Com
pensation to co-operating producers is
to be secured through benefit pay
ments or premiums on sales of an
agreed reduction basis under contract.
“The quantities would apply to in
dividual dairymen on a voluntary sys
tem. Each producer would have his
quota of total sales for the year di
vided into four parts, but such quar
terly division of each individual's to
tal allotment would be left largely to
each individual’s choice. Substantial
advance payment as large as possible
would be made to each co-operating
producer soon after his contract is ac
cepted. Additional payments might
be made quarterly.
“The plan is intended to be oper
ated in a flexible manner so as to per
mit expansion of the industry as rap
idly as consumer buying power ex
pands. After the emergency over
supply is reduced the industry should
be guided toward a controlled expan
sion up to the limit of consumer pur
chasing power.”
Wallace also declared that the A. A.
A. intends to inaugurate an “intern-sive educational campaign among co
operating producers” to assist them
in curbing output.
“One of the plans,” he said, “is to
engage in an intensive campaign to
eradicate tuberculosis in dairy cattle.
For a two-year campaign on a' joint
basis as a t present, sharing costs be
tween the States and Federal Gov
ernment, the Federal share of the ex
pense is estimated a t about $5,000,000. The various States requiring
further eradication of tuberculosis in
cattle would appropriate sums to as
sist in the work. It is estimated that
there are about 5,000,000 head of
dairy cattle yet to be tested for tuber
culosis, with about 600,000 head as the
number normally expected to be sub
ject to removal.”
Big Potential Market. Noted
In submitting his plan for produc
tion control, Wallace stressed, how
ever, that it is not being advocated on
the'ground that overproduction is the
problem of the dairy industry. He
declared there is “a great potential
consuming power among the Ameri
can people for dairy products.”
There are many consumers, he held,
who are not receiving enough dairy
products to constitute a reasonably
balanced diet.
“Experience with stabilization op
erations indicates that attempts to
rase prices in advance of improve
ment in consumer purchasing power
and without any check-rein on pro
duction are followed by such quick
upturns in production as to cause a
fresh and disastrous collapse in prices.
“Therefore, we believe it essential
that the dairy program should con
tain as one of its basic features such
a method of production control that
will restrain production to keep it in
step with increases in consumer pur
chasing power and prevent supply
from outrunning demand to the de
gree that causes disaster.”
MILK BOARD MEETING
The newly established Milk Con
trol Board of Pennsylvania held its
first meeting in Harrisburg, last week.
February 12 was set as the date
for filing of registration blanks by
state milk dealers, who number about
6000. It is probable that all milk
distributors will be required to post
surety bonds. This will insure the
farmers that they will be paid for
their milk.
The board has power to fix the size
of bonds up to a maxium of one and
one-fourth times the monthly business
of the concern or to exempt dealers
considered financially sound.
The first official act of the board,
after being sworn in, was to send a
telegram to Mayor LaGuardia, of New
York City, which asked that he defer
the withdrawal of New York inspect
ors from Pennsylvania shipping
points.
Mayor LaGuardia has threatened
to prohibit all Pennsylvania milk
from entering New York City. It is
claimed that Pennsylvania farmers
are cutting the price and shipping
milk into New York City at a fig
ure that is below the price agreement
set by the New York farmers and
therefore detrimental to their mar
ket.
Dates for the public hearings for
fixing the price of milk will be an
nounced shortly. It is probable four
simultaneous hearings will be sched
uled in strategic parts of the state
with one member of the board and a
fourth examiner presiding. S

Collegeville Boys Lose, 20-17
Tfie C. H. S. varsity displayed their
best form of the season in holding the
league leading Pine Tree lads to a
20-17 score, a t home oni the Arcadia
floor Friday evening. The Colonels
outplayed the visitors on the floor but
the long shots of East Greenville
brought the visitors ahead.
During the first half the spectators
saw a close struggle as the half-time
score indicated, 9-7 in favor of E. G.
But the second half found College
ville playing rejuvenated ball and
leading the visitors both in scoring
and in floor.play. Then in the closing
minutes the Greenies countered with
several peep shots and froze the ball
to prevent any C. H. S. scoring.
Gensler was the high scorer for C.
H. S. with 8 counters.
C. H. S.
E. Greenville
Gensler ............R. F . . . ' . . . . Hoffman
Godshall ........... L. F .................. Gery
Place .............. . C. .. . . . . . . . Gaugler
Zimmerman . . . . R. G.............Bauman
Bean ............... L. G.. . . . . Fettermaiv
C. H. S. Girls Win, 15-11
In a thrilling game at Collegeville,
the C. H, S. girls won from the East
Greenville lassies by a 15 to 11 score.
It was a hard fought game and the
C. H. S. girls certainly deserved the
victory. They showed fine coopera
tion and team work.
Collegeville
E. Greenville
Miller ..........F or wa r d. . . . . A. Buler
Billett ..........Forward............ E. Leh
Yeagle ..........Center............ M. Derr
Angell . . . . . . Side Center. Wrinanett
W a lte rs..........Guard.......... Mumbaur
S h u p e ............. Guard. . . . . . . . Sehbihn
Sub. Collegeville—Sommers, House,
Moyer, Ward. Field goals'—College
ville—Miller 4, Billett 2, House 1. E.
Greenville—Buler 2, E Leh 2. Foul
goals—Collegeville: Miller 1, E ast
Greenville: Buler 3. Referee—Mrs.
Perkins.

STATEMENT OF W . I). RENNINGER,
TREASURER OF THE BOROUGH
(Continued from page 1)
OF COLLEGEVILLE, PA., FOR THE
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER
SI,
ity First National, Los Angeles. Not

RAMBLING AT RANDOM

1933.
th at it matters, but we still prefer the
GENERAL FUND
Collegeville ' National because we
RECEIPTS
know the men personally who "are 1931 and 1932 Taxes from County
Commissioners . . . ,T....... ..........$
57.86
connected with it. A bank is as sound 1932 Taxes from- Collector, It. K.
1,429.64
as its officers, regardless of size or Moyer .........
1933 Tax D uplicate......... $8,441.79
amount of business transacted.
Less: Collector’s
The French are evidentally very
excitable people.
They are
all
steamed up because of one bank fail
ure. Here in the United States we re
cently were so accustomed to bank
crashes that we sort of looked forward
expectantly for the next one-—some
thing similiar to the fascination en
gendered by a big barn fire.

Philadelphia’s municipal stadium
Cats on Vessels at Sea
may
be in bad shape, but it can hard
Warn Sailors of Danger
ly be as cracked as the folks who
thought it would be a big financial
success, back in the days of the very
late and much lamented Sesqui-Centennial.—From North Penn Reporter.

Gettysburg College, starting its
102nd term this year is without a co
ed on the campus for the first time
in 45 years.
“Mary,” said the professor’s wife,
when she discovered dust on the lib
rary table, “I can write my name on
this table.” “Yes, ma’am,” replied the
maid, “I always said there is nothing
like education.”
The starling and the English spar
row, both birds of questionable char
acter, were introduced in New York
by the same man, Eugene Schieffelin.
But he is not responsible for the
“jailbirds.”

PAROLE FOR M’CRAE
The plea of Mrs. Josephine McCrae
that the Montgomery County Court
“send one of my boys back home” was
granted shortly before noon, Satur
day, when Judges Corson, Knight and
Dannehower released Carl McCrae,
twenty-four, of Pottstown, from pri
son.
McCrae had been serving a term of
six to twelve years in the county prison. He was convicted of a series of
holdups and robberies.
His mother pleaded with th e court
on Friday to release him, telling the
three judges that two other boys were
now in Huntingdon Reformatory. Mc
Crae was arrested with George GooOnion Is One Vegetable
fus, Schwenkville, in 1930. He has
That Has No Substitute been in jail since February 1931.
It has been said: “Kill the onion Goofus is serving eight to sixteen
and you leave a gap in the universe!” years in the penitentiary.
For everything else there is a sub
stitute. The potato is akin to the ce
real ; cabbage and turnip and cauli
flower are of the same family; beans
are elongated peas; the lemon is a
pessimistic orange, water melon the
survivor of a cucumber, and so on.
But the onion is sui generis, alone,
unique, triumphant. It is a special
creation to tempt the palate of a
weary world. Man in his wisdom
might have guessed everything else
under the sun, but he never would
have guessed an onion. Science may
deduce a new star before it becomes
visible, or radium before its discovery,
but the onion would have gone unin
vented forever had not its own insin
uating yet not bashful quality forced
itself into tear-brimmed eyes and upon
liquescent anticipatory lips. The onion
gives us the spectacle of nature turn
ing her energy to the transmuting of
mere clay into a vegetable with an
artistic temperament.—Montreal Her
ald.

Im ita tin g K n ig h ts o f Old

Meyer Pollock ...............................
18.81
Bell Telephone Co.—Pole Tax. . . .
15.00
interest on Deposits ........................
6;50
Return Premium—M. W. Godshalt
1.00
Hotel License Fees .................... . ' 524.50
Loans—Collegeville Nat. Bank.. 12,000.00

This Sale affords you a chance to stock) up with the outer apparel
you’ll need for’the balance of this Winter and the future at real sav
ings. Every garment is from our regular stock and reduced from
prices th at were at this decade’s low ebb. Come in while assortments
are at their best.
Men’s Suede J a c k e ts ........$3.95 Men’s Blue Melton Heavy Weight
Reduced from $6.95
Cossack Blouses............... $3.95
Men’s Suede Jackets..........$4.95
Reduced from $4.95
Reduced from $7.95
Men’s Blue Mackinaw........$4.95
Men’s Suede Jackets.. . . . .$6.95
Reduced from $6.90
Reduhed from $9.50
Men’s and Young Men’s Corduroy
Men’s Horse-hide Leather Jac- • Trousers and Slacks... .$2.95
kets and Lumber Jacks. .$6.95
Reduced from $3.50 to $3.75
Reduced from $9.90
Men’s Black Leather HorseAll Men’s Lined Gloves
hide C o a ts ..................... $8.95
At Drastic Deductions
Reduced from $11.90

Special Featured Sale of Men's All-Wool

winterOvercoats $10.90
WORTH DOUBLE IN TODAY’S MARKET

Buy the Boy’s Wear at These Substantial Savings
Sheep-lined Leatherette
Coats ...............................
Horse Hide Coats . . . ___
Horse Hide Coats...............
Suede Jackets.....................

Cash—General 'F und . . . $ 746.51
Bond Fund ................ 13,525.27 14,271.78

Heavy Blue Zipper Front
$2.65
Melton Jackets........ $2.95
$7.95 r, ,
. ,
— __
$3.95
Corduroy Kmckers........$1.75
$3.50 Raincoats aitv . . . $2.50 and $3.50

Boys' Four-Piece Knicker Suits

LIABILITIES
Bonds outstanding ....... 40,000.00
Loans outstanding ...... 11,000.00 51,000.00

A Real $8.50 Quality—
J Q ff
For a Short Time Only V * * - ®
COLORS—Blue, Brown and Gray- SIZES—8 to 16

{Total Valuation ........................... $767,350.00
Tax Rate—11 Mills.
We hereby certify that we have audited
the above accounts this 25th day of Jan
uary, 1934 and found them true and cor-

MOSHEIM CLOTHING CO.

FRANK H. FUHRMAN,
HARRY H. SMITH,
H. RALPH GRABER,
Auditors.

207 HIGH STREET

POTTSTOW N, PA.

NOTICE—Notice is hereby, given that
application has been made to The Public
Service Commission of the Commonwealth
of. Pennsylvania* under the provisions of
the Public Service Company Law, by
PERKIOMEN VALLEY WATER COM
PANY for, a certificate of Public Con
venience, evidencing the Commission’s re
quisite approval of its incorporation, or
ganization and creation. (P. S. C. File N o:
A31902, Folder No. 1).
A public hearing upon this application
will be held in Room 496, City Hail, Phila
delphia* on Thursday, the 15th day of
February, 1934, at 10 a. m. when and
where ail persons in interest may appear,
and be heard, if they so desire.
PERKIOMEN VALLEY WATER CO.
John P. Connelly, Attorney for Company.
NOTICE—Notice is hereby given that
application has been made to The Public
Service Commission of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania-, under the provisions of
the Public Service Company Law, ‘ by
PERKIOMEN VALLEY WATER COM
PANY for a Certificate of Public Com
venience evidencing the Commission’s re
quisite approval of the beginning of the
exercise of the rights,, power or privilege
of furnishing and supplying of water to
the public in the Borpugh of Collegeville,
Montgomery : County, Penna. (P. S. C.
File No: A31902, Folder No. 2).
A public hearing upon this application
will be held in Room 496,, City Hall,
Philadelphia, on Thursday, the 16th day
of February, 1934, at 10 a. m., when and
where all persons in interest may appear,
and be heard, if they so desire.
PERKIOMEN VALLEY WATER CO,
John P; Connelly, Attorney for Company.

IF a man cannot master his wants
now, he is not fitted to be a master

=|

of money in the future.

PH ILADELPH IA
$1.00 ROUND TRIP
From any station on Perkiomen
Branch.
Greatly reduced fare for Holidays

Collegeville National Bank
■

February 12 and
February 22nd.
From
COLLEGEVILLE

Lv. A. M.
7:05

READING RAILWAY
SYSTEM

Emit

n il

IB

SPECIAL SALEM
We must sell our entire stock below cost because we are
remodeling the store.
Sale on MEN’S, BOYS’, CHILDREN’S and LADIES’
SHOES, RUBBERS and ARTICS.

FKESH PRODUCTS ON SALE—Roast
ed Corn Meal, Buckwheat Flour, Carbollneum, “Black Leef 40,” Tobacco Stems
and Powder, Barratts Elastic Roof Paint,
Salt, Beet Pulp, Molasses, Peat Moss, Con
centrates, Poultry Feeds, Dog Chow, etc.
COLLEGEVILLE MILLS.
Member N. R. A.

Schonberger’s Shoe Store
Phone 153

TAKE NOTICE—Will buy all kinds of
raw furs until March 10, 1934. Drop pos
tal or phone 32-R-4 Schwenksville. WAL
LACE HEFFELFINGER, ''Schwenksville,
Pa.
l-4-8t

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
339 Main S treet

N. R. A. member
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**************************

Everybody

|

Edward Breckman

|

Save Your Votes

§

E le c tric a l C o n tra c to r

Collegeville High
School Classes
1 Vote with every
5c Purchase
The Boys and Girls will
collect them just say when.
Help them win a

BIG PRIZE

Special

|

324 Main Street
Collegeville, Pa.

for the

9

Phones: Collegeville 86-R-3
Schwenksville: 127-R-2

|

|
Toilet Goods,
|
* Sick Room Supplies, |
|
M agazines,
,1
% C irculating Library |

| New Wiring, repairing of Elec- H
|j trie Appliances, Washing Ma- jj sk
I chines, Electric Pump Motors, j§ |
jj etc.
|
B All Types of Wiring
Done in the Best Manner

DRUGS

______

J;

LUNCHEONETTE
SERVICE

I

1 College Pharmacy

I

§

|

I

g

I
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CHAS.H. FRY, Prop.

*
Phone 117 Collegeville, Pa. *
H*
.T
**************************

Large Guaranteed35c Bottle Cough Medicine
PIN E TAR and HONEY
M ENTHOLATED

19c
**************************
*

Probably few of us realize, or even * COMMERCIAL HOUSE
suspect, that in many of our everyday
customs we are following unconscious
ly in the footsteps of ancestors who
played their parts on the world’s stage
long centuries ago. Thus, when the
average man raises his hat on enter
ing a friend’s house he may not know
that he is imitating the knight of old
who, before stepping into a castle hall,
doffed his helmet in proof to his host
that he came in peace, and by thus
removing the most vital part of his
armor showed his absolute reliance on
a friendly reception. And when the
soldier of today raises his hand In
salute It is an indication that, like the
Old world cavalier, he would be ready
to unhelm out of politeness if the
army regulations permitted him to re
move his head covering.

Total Am’t rec’d from Taxes . . . $ 7,478.37
Balance ori hand Dec. 31, .,.1932
509.04
Auto Fines:
C. W. Scheuren ....... $1,040.00
Arthur Rasmussen .. 1,185.00 2,225.00

FOB SALE:—2500 large sheaves cornfodder 2& cents; also selected corn on cob.
Phone Collegeville 262-R-3.
l-25-3t

Silk W orm s G row F a st

Some astonishing statistics on the
rate of growth of a young silk worm
were published by the State Normal
school at Lowell, Mass., after a series
of experiments with these Insects.
When a silk worm is ten days old it
weighs % a gram, ten times its orig
inal weight of 1-20 of a gram. At the
age of twenty days it weighs 3 grams,
or sixty times its original weight. In
another 30 days it will have put on
28 additional grams of weight, bring
ing It to 620 times its original weight.
By the time it is forty days old it will
be 1,800 times as heavy as when it was
hatched, and at the age Of fifty-six
days, When the worm has reached its
full development, it will weigh 207
gram, or 4,140 times its original
weight. In the course of this 56 days
the silk worm will have consumed not
less than 120 qak leaves weighing
three-quarters of a pound.

Commissions $ 315.31
Outstand. Tax 2,135.61 2,450.92. 5,990.87

Those of you who live near the
Total ..............
$22,778.22
Perkiomen and enjoy skating may
DISBURSEMENTS
have noted, down thru the years, that Highways:
Labor and Hauling . . . .$ 230.30
Harry W. Roediger . . . 3,386.47
the good ice always comes on or be
Surveying
...................... 166.00
fore New Year. If there is no skating
Ugite
........................
71.81 3,854.58
before New Year there will be. none Lighting—Electric Current......... . 1,175.54
afterwards. This year there was a Miscellaneous:
Interest on Bonds ...................... 1,800.00
bit of good skating on the Perky be
Interest on Loans . . . . . . . . . ___
745.16
E.
S. Moser—Printing .............
68.70
fore New Year, and therefore there
Collegeville Mills—Weighing
Truqks .........................
278.15
may be some afterward—if the pre
G. W. Scheuren—Insurance.. . .
164.10
sent cold wave doesn’t break with the
M. W. Godshall—Insurance . . . .
138.09
change of the moon. Now laugh that
State Tax on Bonds & Loans..
197,60
Robert K. Moyer ..................
45.73
one off. But ask the old timers who
Otto H. Moyer ............................
41.98
used to help to harvest ice from the
Joseph Farrell ........
12.40
11.00
Harry B. H ildebidle..................
Perkiomen—they can tell you from
Disinfecting .........
43.50
years of experience that meant doll
Extending Tax Duplicate . . . . .
'10.00
Affidavit
and
1932
Audit
.........
'
5.00
ars and cents to them.
Safe Deposit Box Rent ...........
8.00
Municipal Law Reporter ..........
8.95
Collegeville Fire Co.—Rent . . . .
40.00
Ice harvesting at one time was the
.....................
200.00
main industry in the Perkiomen val Salaries
Added to Sinking Fund . . . . . . .
183.23
Loans Repaid ..........
13,000.00
ley. There were big ice houses on
practically every dam in the valley— Balance on hand Dec. 31, 1933. 746.51
Total .......................................... .$22,778.22
with Greenlane as the outstanding
BOND FUND
center of the industry. During the Bal. Dec. 31, 1932
......... $12,,877.22
•
summer the “ice train” carried a solid Added during year . . .
183.23 •
Interest
on
deposits
..
464.87;
13,525.27
string of box cars loaded with ice to
Philadelphia every night.
ASSETS

A mustache is one of the. best cold
weather indicators we know of. The
writer’s mustache registers more ac
curately than a lot of these tricky
thermometers. I can judge to a de
gree how cold it is on a frosty morn
For the Government, as for an in ing by the length of the icicles under
dividual, there is but one way to re my nose. And by the way, those
icicles come in handy to cool off a cup
duce expenses—spend less money.
of steaming coffee quickly.

Cats are the watch dogs of the sea.
Their moods change with the weather
and the sailorman who studies them
with a sympathetic eye and heart will
be well rewarded, says a correspondent
In the New York Herald Tribune. *
If a storm Is approaching but hid
den from the watchers on the bridge
by the far rim of the horizon, cats be
come very active for a while; then,
long before the barometer in the chart
room has begun to drop,- they will
slink away into a comfortable corner
and chock themselves off against the
rolling of the vessel- like a true bluewater man. If the air is laden with
moisture and fog is imminent they will
remain on deck to huddle down with
an alert dejection on the damp tar
paulin of a hatch protected from the
wind perhaps by the harsh Coils of a
mooring hawser, and they will remain
awake as though sensing the dangers
of collision through which their vessel
must run. But should a fine spell of
weather lie ahead they will snooze on
the exposed cover of a life boat and
seem not to be disturbed by the con
stant flapping of the sun-dried canvas.
Not only do cats prognosticate the
weather by their actions. Should dis
aster threaten during the passage of
a storm or danger beset the person
who has been kind to them, they will
endeavor to communicate a warning.
They will not become vociferous, like
a dog, nor will they attack an ag
gressor of their m asters; but they will,
in the more subtle way of their kind,
make known to the sympathetic heart
what they have seen or divined.

FINAL CLEAR AWAY
of Men’s and Boys’ Winter
Wearables

*
*
*
*
■
*
*
*

Bottle

Telephone Us Your Wants.
We Deliver Anywhere, Anytime.

WINKLER

Collegeville, below the R. R.

The Collegeville Druggist
5th & Reading Pike Collegeville

Specials to Take Home
„

| Best Prime Oysters 2c ea.
% Extra Lrg. Clams 3JA c ea.
* Cherry Stone Clams 2c ea.

G. H. C L E M M E R
JEWELER — CURREN ARCADE, NORRISTOWN

WE BUY
OLD GOLD
P L A T IN U M
S IL V E R A R T IC L E S

For Cash or Merchandise
Philadelphia Market Report
Live poultry ...................... 13c to 14c
Dressed poultry 13c to 17c; Broil, 22c
Eggs 18c to 25c; candled up to 27c
Fat cows
..........$2.75 to $3.50
JEWELRY — WATCHES — CLOCKS — SILVER
Calves ....................... $7.50 to $8.00
H o g s .............................$3.75 to $3.85
*
Beer on Draught
Oats . . . .
. . . . . . . 50c to 52c
Kindly Old Gent—“Well, my little man, what would you like to be when
B
r
a
n
___.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1.
$24,00 to $24.50
* Porter, Ale and Light Beer J
Corn ......................... ; ......... 62c to 65c you grow up?” Little Man—“I’d like to be a nice old gentleman like you,
**• «»It «»>1>1» » MWW<f It <>9*OO» OOO<»» » OJ»
with nothing to do but walk about and ask questions.”—Kansas City Star.
W W
W
W
W W
W W W W
W W W
W I * W heat . . . . . . . ....................... 97 c to 99 c
%
* Take Home Fried Oysters in the J
Box—50c a Dozen
* Best Deviled Crab P latter.. 40c
*
----------*
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